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SURVEY-OP.ADliESIVES AN3 ADHZSION 

By R. C. Rinker and G. M. Kline 

* . . SUMMARY ' 

The dev8lopmeIit of adhesfves for bonding m8'taI',' wood, 
rubber, and plastic parts on aircraft has been largely‘emp'ir- 
ical. A better understanding of the physical and chemi'cal 
forces involved in adhesion i.s needed for further ratiohal 
improvement of bonding materials for use in aircraft co'ns't.ruc- 
tion. - _ 

A ressardh project'has been undertaken at the Rational 
Bureau of Standards under the sponsorship of the Rational 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautfcs to obtain information on 
the strengths of bonds between different' chemical types of 
adhesives and adherends. The present report, which covers a 
eurvey of th8 present knowledge on the nature Of adhof+n, *- 
has been prepared as the rnitial step in this inve$tig&tion.- I -: . . : _'. _ -_ 

The scope of the survey is indicated by the fdll..bw%ng 
outline: .'. t 

., . * 

I. Theoretical aspects of adhesion." r. 

A. I.ntermolecular and interatomic forces. ‘Thk’fou5:‘:‘t&8s 
of bonds involved in the attractive forces holding:fm'a*+, 
ter together are reviewed. 

1. Electrostatic or polar bonds. 
. - 

. - 
2. Covalent bonds. 

,' .: 

a. True covalent bonds. 
, r: 

b. Coordinate covaleqt bonds. 
3. Metallic bond&. 
4. Van der Waals forces:' 

B. The nature of cohesion. The effect.6 of the intermolec- 
ular and interatomic forces'ag measured by the.physical 
behavior of substances'held'together'bg 8aoh type are' 
discussed. . 



- 

1. Crystalline.matter. c-r '. 

b&: 
Covalent crystals. 
Ionic crystals. 

:: 
Coordinate covalent crystali~- 
Crystals containing hydrogen bonds. 

8. Metallic crystals; * 
f. Van der Vaals forces in crystals. 

2. Noncrystalline matter. 
a. Metals. 
b. Glass. 
c. Wood. 
d. Natural and synthetic high polymers. 

C. The nature of adhesion. Th8 chemical and physical 
forces through which the various types of adhesives 
are attached to solid surfaces are surveyed. 

1. Theories concerning adhesion. 
a. McBain. 
b. Forest Products Laboratory, 

2. Chemical properties of surfacee. 
3. Mechanism of-adsorption. 

a. Adsorption phenomana, general. 
b. Adsorption phenomena at glue lines. 

A - . Fundamental 'approaches to the determination of th8 
nature of adhesion. 

2 
The Rarte'll cell. 
Heat of wetting. 

C. R8at of formation. 
II. Properties of adheeively hon.ded structures. 

A, Physical strength of bo'nds. 
1 .,Mechanical behavior phenomena. 
2, Effect of thickness. of glue line on strength. 

a. xxperimental 8Vid8nC8. 
b. Probability of flaws. 
c. Surface smoothness. 
d. sffecf of curing conditions. * 

3. Problem of thermal expansion differences. 
B. Test methods for bond Strengths.: 

1. TenSi18 Strength. 
2. Shear. 

III. Bibliography. . 
A. Literature references in. text of report. ' 
5. References to other pertinent literature. 

1. Technical publications. 
2. Patents. 
3. Aircraft manufacturers,;'reports. 
4. Adheeive manufacturers' .reports, 
5. U.S. Government reports. 
6. British Govarnment reports. 
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I. THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF ADHIZSION 

t 

4 

‘.. 

A. INTERMOLECULAR AND IBTJ~RATOKIC FORCES (R~FzRENCES 1 AND 2) 

All matter is composed of discrete particles or atoma 
which are held together by electrical forces of attraction. 
These forces operate between‘the positively charged atomic 
nuclei and the negatively charged orbital electrons. By 
studying the physical and chemical properties of compounds 
of atoms it has been possible to recognize certain types of 
these attractions as differing from others. These differ- 
ences, however, are not distinct and only in extreme cases 
is a bond a manifestation of a pure type. It is much closer 
to the truth to think of these bonds as having well defined 
properties, but to bear in mind that the transition from one 
type to another is not sharp but may be very gradual. when 
a bond is formed it does not mean that all the forces be- 
tween the electrons and nuclei of the two participating atoms 
have been neutralized, but rather that a force concentration 
has been set up fn a certain direction. Residual energy is 
always present. 

In explaining chemical and physical phenomena it is 
convenient to recognize four general types of bonds: 

Electrostatic 

Covalent 

Metallic 

Residual bonding attraction forces, commonly knowti as 
Van der Waals forces. 

1. Electrostatic or Polar Bonds 

Kossel (reference 3) in 1916 showed that an element 
immediately preceding a rare gas in the Periodic Table is 
strongly electronegative; whereas one immediately following 
it is strongly electropositive. The rare gases,on.the other 
hand, are remarkably inert. He concluded that this behavior- 
was due to a tendency on the part of the reactive elements 
to change their configurations in order to conform with those 
of the rare gases. Thus, an atom of potassium Combines with 
one of chlorine by means of an electron transfer which re- 
sults in the configuration of argon for each. 
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. ‘, ,.. r. . . *. .:.,. 
. . _ .a 

By'means bf:this mutual claim on the shared'electron 
‘ . c- . . 

the two ions will:remain‘closely associated with ona.another -- 
as-potassium chloride.' This association can be interfered .*.- 
with,. however, as by'solution in water, in whidh'.case.:the . 
potassiti-m chloride will dissociate into~chlorine.as a ndga- 
tive.ion and potassium as a positive ion. If th8r.wat8r is .- 
remo.ved 'by evaporat,i'o$, these fons will alineiPh8meelves to , . 
form a crystal laWi-c:.. . In.such a sdl:1d the aCtract%ve for-. 
ces between the oppositely charged ions except those-on the .'. 
surface will be satisf-isd. However, in an amorphous solid 
some of .tihe.'attraet-l%vs forces will not be satisfied because 
of randomness:of:distrSbution.of the ions. -.-.-.. . 

-\ i ,.* -. ,. . . : . I, r, 

2. Covalent Bonds 
..: .:. 

Compounds which are formed of atoms removed by thr88 
places from the rare gases in the periodic table shOw.:a.::: 
greatly lowered tendency to ionize. Thus, ammonia and phos- 
phine are only very slightly ioni$e'd:~.~ In many molocultis .i.t 
is difficult or impossible to dotermine icrhioh%tom ,is Ij'osi- 
tive and which negative - for example, sulfur dioxide and 
carbon dioxide and, still more strikingly, the dlatomic 
gases such as hydrogen and chlarine. . These .substances do 
not f.oniz8 in solution. 

1 . ,. ,->.: i. . 
In 1916, G. N. Lewis '(:rme$erqenc8 '4.) propo's'ed .+bat .in ' : 

substances of this type-Xt ,,ts p:o-ssibl'8 'for two ;atorns t-o' * . 
share electrons .in such :a-way:"kg .t.o :a'dcount. f!or .th& sta:bil- . 
ity of' each in a;ttaining..'t:h'e:irara :gas tion%3gus.ati.on. -';.. , : 
LangmU,iT SUgg8.st8d,.that th.is .tyos~:~-ofi.~inkag.8- -be termed a _ . -A 
ncovalent,tl , .*... e-j. ..: .,, - I. - A . .I : 'f . . 1; ; :. . :-- .i .1 : .; ..y . . 1 .- 

.!,. -1 .'? . . -. . / . .-; . -; . . . . . . . , P 
a, .True covalsst:b'ond,s;-a 1:n a..diatom$c mo.lecule. such'as. n 

chlorine gas, each .atom- rs~~~~resa..-ati eleclron t:o.-.complete 1t.s ’ 

. 
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outer shell. . IEP each atom the'positive attraction of the' 
nucleus is equally great on esch of the,two negative charges 
of the shared pafr. This may be I'e'prbsknted- as folio-ws; - . ' ._ -; _ - . ..-_ 

Such bonding is the most common form in organic molecuJes' 
and account9 for their complexities and maghitudes. Thus,;. 
carbon has an outer shell of four electrons which it will 
share with as many atoms as will c.ontribute toward a stable 
structure of eight. .* r.. . . -- : - 

1. Monavalent atoms: Carbon may share an electron with 
each of four hydrogen atoms to give the stable 
gas methane. _ 

. . H s.1 . 
. c - 4HX _ . H$H 

. 
H 

. 

2. Jivalent at-: Carbon may share two,electrc5ns with 
_^ each of two oxygen atoms to give carbon di,oxid&. “1 :.- *. -z- - . . . . - . I.. 6. 

.6. 
_ .. 

2 $3: m--s+- 
XX o.X;G;:‘Cd. -. ‘: 

I xx XX 
I 

3. Trivalent atoms: Carbon may share three electrons 
with one nitrogen atom in a covalent bond, such 
as in hydrogep cyanfd?. / 

Ho .;. 
XX 

.-. 
xN z-z r HC.df;*N,X . 

. X 

., I.. . . .* 
. 

Carbb'n'a3:so has'the ability to form'covalent bona's Gith it- 
self a'n almost .infinite number of t'imes. It La well sstab- 
liehed that the structur.e of ,cry@tal:line car%bri.(diamona) is- 
formea by single covalent bonas which accounts for its .very 
great stab;,lity. . ., !. - . r=. -. ._ _ - . :.,. 

b. 'Co.dFdi.nate covalent bona$.- Cornp~ndS~ekst ,the pr-& 
erties of which do not fit into any of t-hspreviousiy dis- 
cussed categories. In 1892 Werner (reference 6) advanced a. 
theory to account for them. These substances, formerly 

- 



- 

shelved under the- iaame 'fi<oleculak compounds," appear to re- 
sult..from the union of two .or more saturated molecu.les. 
They are also apparently independent of the groups in the 
periodic table to which the atoms involved belong. 

Because of its posit.1011 in the periodic table sulfur 
can form only the two normal covalent bonds because this 
brings about the completion of, its full complement of eight 
electrons. Of these eight, two are shared with other atoms, 
as in dimethyl sulfide. This compound can, however, be oxi- 
dized as follows: 

0 

The two oxygen atoms have received two electrons each from 
the sulfur; thus their outer valence shel,ls are complete, 
whereas the sulfur already had a saturated shell. 

This same mechanism is used to explain another phenom- 
enon occurring in organic molecules: namely, the chelate 
compound8. The peculiar pro-oerties of the hydrate of the 
sodium derivative of-benzopl acetone indicatrthat this sub- 
stance may be represented by the following formula in which 
the arrow indicates that two electrons are 'pontributed by 
each such oxygen atom. 

C 

HC 
\ r”” 

,Hs C 
,C”O 

If this water were pre,sent as water of.crysta!.lization, the 
compound should have'the sam.e,chemical groperties as the aq- 
hydrous salt. The hydrate,,h;qwever, dissolves in toluene; 
whereas the anhydrous salt.is insoluble. 

. 
A similar example is given by the behavior of ortho- 

substituted phenols such as salicylaldehyde which form chela- 
tion compounds readily, - 

. . . 

l 

r - - 

; 
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Further evidence indicates that the phenolic hydrL.gen 
in salicylaldehyde is itself-linked to 440 oxygen.ofmthe . 
aldehyde group in this same manner: :. . . :: 

.- _ .?'I ,, 

This leads to a very important case of this type of bonding: 
namely, the formation of hydrogen bridges between molecules. 
Many substances containfng hydroxyl groups exhibit this phe- 
nomenon and even water has been shown to have a trimgric 
structure in ice. 

H 3 I 
H-&--&H-~ 

B 4H-O' .!: ,-- -.. 1 .._ . .._ 

The. fact that most molecularly'associated substances.contain 
hydroxyl or related-groups leads to the conclusion that this 
type of bond may play a very important:role J;n cohesive or,. 
adhesfve phenomena. ,:. -. *=. .-- _. 

.: :, , J I.* .;--.i- -- ., 
L . ..z ,, ; -- -i .,_ . :. 

3. Metallic Bonds I- ,". 

The metals which comprise the greatest number of ele- 
ments in the periodic table owe their unique -properties to 
a bondltype which was.not -reoognie@d until recently, ,Lorentz 
(reference 6) first.advanced the :theory,.,that,.a .pure.meta.&.~~ 
consists of,a crysta.ll%ne ar,rangement:of metal&lo cations. 
with free elect,rqns moving 5n.t,?qr,.interst.ic?s, In 19.27, . 
HaUli (.ref.erence 7 ).,postulated .that ,.thes.e ~electroqs~.exi6,t 5n 
a continuous-.aet o,f;snergy 1eval.s.. 'At .absolute .zerq they r 
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occupy the most stable levels in pairs with oppositely op- 
posed spins so that they would be unavailable for orientation * 

in an applied magnetic field. As the temperature risea, 
however, these stable pairs would be broken down as one elec- 
tron rises to.a higher energy levelwith the result that the 

'I 
- 

paramagnetic suscetitibility of the mass would be raised un- 
til finally a polnt is reached at which paramagnetic euscep- 
tibility is independent of temperature. 

If a simple metal such as the lithium crystal is con- 
sidered, an arrangement of eight atoms is found at the cor- 
ners of a cube, The distances of these atoms from one 
another satisfy the crystallographers' requirement for a 
single electronic bond. 0th.err characteristics indicate the. 
existence of double electron bonds as well. The atability 
of the structure may be explained on the basis of the theory 
of resonance which has been applied to many types of struc- 
tures in organic chemistry. It is the same concept which 
explains the familiar Kekule structure of the benzene mole- 
cule in which the double bonds are visualized 

as alternating between the configurations (a) and cc> with 
(b) as an intermediate. 

Thus, any two atoms in a lithium crystal may be linked 
by two electrons or by one'electron at a given instant. The 
single electron bonds are &lso used to account for the hali- _ 
des of boron having structures which.could be explained in 
no other way. 
double 

In effect the res0nanc.e between single and 
electron bonds,is a very specialized case of coval.ent- 

bonds, 

4. Van der Waals Forces 

Up to this point the more potent.forces of attraction 
between atomic nuclei and orbital electrons have been dis- 
cussed. All these interactions may be thought of in terms 
of units of energy. These units, however, participate in ' 
maximum and not total exchanges. When a bond is formed, the 
positive and negative charges of the participating molecules 
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are not completely: neu,tr.aLli:zed;' iThere keea.3.n: fn many mole- 
cules residual energies which are very nearly of stable 
bond-forming magnitudes. These forces affect the melting 
and boiling points of many substances. .:,...-.i: 

Matter compo,sed .of ,both: e.lectrons and protons always 
exerts attraction. A liquid ~I.11 wet a solid'surface to a 
degree dependent up.~n.the magn'ltudes of-the.Sattractive or 
adhesive forces between the two substances and the cohesive 
forces within each.2 :?n.the- case of a drop,of mercury on a.- 
glass surface, the cohesive forces within these two materi- 
als is much greater than the adhesion between them; conBe-- 
quently the.:marcuryPdroplet almost..fdr.ms aLsphere, but t:h,e:r.e 
i$ snfficiept,.at‘.t-~arc.~,ion to distort .this shape; -- -.- 

r. . . '. - -.I ' -:. 
."'iany s~<~~a&es,,.which will react-at hfgher~tenkk%'a6~~&s~- 

are +ttracted by- v&n.-:der Waals forces at 1oweP on&i: G'!?'tlT',i7 
wiil 'be seen later that these attractive force8sinitiat~e -?&I'-- 
actions by virtue of the fact that their magnitudes 81.8 po- 

.t-ent.o.ver greater. distances than those of an electrostatic 
nature which are,responsible for bond fokmation. 1 .- cs ---- _ . - . /- 

It was 'in,:recognition of these facts tha%':Pan d'er kaals 
presented .hi$. car,r,ected versi,on of, the*.squati'dn~ bf state-' for 
gases and m$ps':'f.oy calculating the magnltu'des: of the,s.e- r-e- 
sidual.. a.ttr,c~t~d.~$; $or.ces for all substanc'e-'6. ; i L-t hast-b%eh ' 
found,:t%gt ;h@y,;?F,e greater for the rnoiecu~.es:z~of.L~O;npti)iz.~ds- 
than $9~ &*o+ec.ule+,gf! elements or .inert aFti*; thKs~'S$o%~ii~'~ .- _- 
that,!+n993.9; &s$$~~ution accounts for~a'grea~.er!'rB'Bidual'- 1. 
force~.91sba-.:an$~9.onsequently the more asymme~li~'.the~~rno~ecu~e 
the.greater these values,:w%ll be. This is-a'mattei; of,grba$ 
importance in explaining adhesive and cohesive properties. .' 

.,,. .,,, ‘) . ..- -c - ..,_-. .I 
. . - 

t r 

. . i -, B. T& j&U& OF COHESI& ” !<.;. _ ..-ik- 
. . . : r,. -. e..*:.y.-.:.. 

, . .; .’ 
. . . . : ’ _ .,- > w i. 

.: , . 

The mechanism whereby molecules or atoms in hcMdg'an~e'ou~~ 
matter are held together ia ,known. as cohesion. ' The-'physcc-&i' 
state as well as the mechanical properties of the mat'erial' 
depend upon the type and magnitude of its cohesive bonds. -i 

. 

'i 

. The operational effects of such bonds have been investigated 
by Lennard-Jones.and.coworkers (re.ference 8) by c'onsidering 
the case of an external particle.approaching a c?ystalline 
surface. 
cur:. 

In such instances one of,several,.ph@nomena may.oc- 
! ,, ,'. : '. . ,_ :. a 

I. -L :, . . - . 1.". _ ..J!,.' " 
.I 6 .emi.‘ & ;j,ali ',; -;;& &ii - / 

c 1. tt a ,,~f t,he'.~~t~ilg;i's.~,gri-.idn;l & di; "- 
rect electz!osfatic force will be set up between ths charges -n -- 
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on the approaching ion and the ions on the surface of the 
crystal. .' 

Polarization. 

(a) Whether the particle is charged or not, an induced 
dipole will be set up in the atom or ion.by:the 
electric field of the crystal. 

.*. :1 : . * ': ': 
(b) If the particle is charged, it will polar\ze the 

ions in the crystal. .a d fl ):I: 
a A *. ; ': 

~8~':" Attraction through Van der Waals forces.- Inasmuch 88".' 
attratiticrn exists eve,p,.between two so-called neutral atom's .' 
(.atom.s-'offf:'a rare gas),: it is assumed that a ~similar attrac- 
ti.on:will be. exerted between the crysta1.io.n~ and the 
char$Bd:'or';u'ncharged particle, quite apart from the effect 
of their valency charges. . 

On the"basis of .this analysis, these $niestigators cal- 
culated these iffects between neon and a ch&ged.particLe, ' 
res.pe.ctively, n$a'r the 100 plane (planes paLr&.l:sg, to:,ttiB 5:'. .1 
face) of a sodfum.'f:lugride crystal; 
charged particle,. 'r'e's,pec.t.,i;,yely, 

and bet"w,$.en-iar.gqn and a - 
near .a potas.si:um.chloride 

CrySt81.. Theis. &Il.&.iat+.ons showed that the eiectroetatic 
attractions"fali '0ff very rapidly as.the distgnce.from the 
surface increases, but are very powerful within a. short op- 
timum range. The van der Waals.attractions,‘on the other 
hand, have a much wider range, but are never as powerful as 
the electrostatic attraction. The polarization forces never 
become very great. These rBlatiOnShip8 are illust-rated in 
figure 1. 

*', ' . 1 
These forces, with dif,ferent degrees,of magnitude;,ale *. 

responsible for the aohesion between ions, atumsL and mole-';'*- 
cules of all form8 of 'matter. On'the 'basis of-this evidence,' . 
as well as the fundameqtal pre0epts of chemistry and physics, 
it is possible to ascribe:points of' stren*gth,a.pd weakness to : 
these forc,es in their cohe-8iVs. >capaci,t'y. Th.e pet effects of 
these forces determine.the gross &echanica),properties of . 
all material!.: . II : I - .' . .. 

tension, the'br'eaKin&' load is 0.4 kilogram. per square milli- 
meter; whereas the calculated tensile strength is 200 kilo- 
grams per square millimeter. Joffe (reference 9) found, 

T 

-. 

b 

3 

. 

s- 
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however, that by surr;ounding.the test specimen urith,hot water, 
loads as high-as 160 kilograms.per'square~ md~llimeter could be 
obtained. He explained thfs. on the groundrt6a6-npremafuren 
failure is due to the presence of 'sabmicroscop'ic scratches or 
fissures on the surface of.ths specimen, around which extreme- 
ly high stresses may be concentrated. By removing these fis-- 
sures as they were formed - that is-, by continually dissolving 
away the surface - he was able to, break the bonds along a 
plane of the crystal and thus approach the theoretical, strength. 

The presence of these minute cracks has been proved (ref- 
erence 10) by sputtering metallic films on 'crystalline sur- 
faces which results in fine lines of the metal. The reason 
for these cracks probably lies .in the'fact that ideal packing -- -- 
in crystals does not exist due to greater.electrostat5c forces 
with.in the substance than near the surface,:"thud'stra.%$s are- 
set up which cause the surface atoms to rearrang'e with rela- 
tive .ease under an applied load. r ., 

-.- -_ 

A bri'ef consideration'of several' types of materials will 
serve to illustrate the behavior of the different cohesive 
forcea. 

1. Crystalline Matter 

The criterion of brystallinity iS the regulardty..of the 1 
arrangement of the atoms in a solid structure. Any atom in 
a crystal is separated from its neighbors by the same dis- 
tances and at the same angles as any other atom of.the same 
kind. . 

When a true crystal is subjected to a tensile"stress it 
will rupture along the line of least resistance: The:struc- 
ture of crystals has been well established by X-ray and chem- 
ical studies. Hence, it is possible to identify the,fbr'ce$'.,'- 
which were overcome along. the cleavage-plane. .' ' '..':.I " I..'- " 

a. Covalent crgstals.- In the crystals of nonmetallic 
elements, single atoms share electrons with each other in 
pairs. Since neither atom exerts's greater influence on the 
bond than the other, ‘B state of. relative inertia exists. !rwd :-- 
factors determine the effect of these bonds in providing co- 
hesive stability, the bond.distances,- and the bond angles. 
The first of these factors determines the range over which 
the attractive force acts and how much it is interfered with 
by electrons closer to the,,nucleus of each atom. The second 
determines the configuration'of the crystal. - 
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It has been shownbthat carbon 1s. capabI*e .o.f forming 
single, double, and even triple covalent, bonds. That bond 
angle influences the structure is shown' b::l'the properties of 
diamond and graphi-te; ,&ereas the effsct..of bond distanc.e ie 
illustrated by comuari.ng,diamond and crys&alline silicon. 

Diamond is the hardest and most inerti of a:11 crystals. 
It consists of carbon atons joined to one an-dt-her .by primary 

. ~covalentbonds; thus at:.the end of each carbon tet,ra,hedron 
there is another carbon atom. There is relatively little 
.sitrain in such a crystal and the distances. between each atom 
and.*,the next are relatively small. 

each carbon atom 
*In the- cas,e of $aphita, 

on the other hand, in attached t-o $hree of 
its' neighbors instead of four, two through single,.bonds and 
one through a double bond. The angl.e of the double bond is 
quite different from that of the single. The result of this 
arrangement is t.h.e formation of layers of two dimensional 
plates which are rather loosely held by Van der Waals forces 
in the crystal. T,hat these Van der Waals forces are strong 
enough to. give aome.stability to the structure is to be ex- 
pected from the fact that the energy of the.:double bond is 
less than twice that of a single bond. 

In crystalline qilicon in which the atoms have the same 
arrangement as in the' diamond crystal, the bond distances 
are greater. and the bond energfes are consequently less; thus 
a weaker structure results. 

P- Si 
I . 

c’ ‘c ‘i ,f 
(D&ond) . . ' 

Bond distance = 1.54 1 
Bond energy = 58.6 k.cal./nol. 

Si ;.;. .. 
(Silicon) . . . . 

Bond distance = 2.341 . 
Bond energy = 42.5 k.cal./m& 

(Graphite)' 
. (single bond)' (double bond) 

Bond distance F 1.54 A) and 1.34 2 
Dond energy = 58,6 and 100 k.cal./mol. 
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b. Ionic crpstals.- Owing to the nature oI^ ionic bond 
formation by the capture of an electron from an electroposl- 
tive atom by an electronegative atom, the cohesive strengths 
of such crystals are weaker than.those formed by covalent 
bonding. An ionic molecule splits into two fractions much 
more easily under the influence of chemical as well as phys- 
ical forces. ThlS, the solubilities are high and the 
strength properties low as compared to covalent substances. 
The same rules of bond distance and.angles .govern the'se ._. 
strengths. . 

c 

c. Coordinate covalent crystals.- The coordinate cova- 
lent bond has some of the properties of both ibnic and co- -. 
valent bonds. T^t.has been called, in fact, the semipolar - 
bond. The large gr'oups of pure compound minerals are corn-' 
posed of complex crystals fn which one molecular type is 
connected to another by the interlocking of thair individual 
crystal lattices. Pauling (reference 1) has set forth sev- 
eral'rules whtch apply to the types which are more ionic--than 
covalent in character. __ These rules are-based upon the con- 
cent that anions are coordinated at the corners of tetrahedral or 
polyhedral force dietributions about each cation and that -- 
these polyhedra are joined at a corner, an edge, or a face. 
On this basis the formation and properties of such structures 
may be predicted as Collows: _ 

1. A coordinated polyhedron of anions is formed about 
each cation, the cation-anion distance Seing determined by 
the radius sum and the coordination number of the cation by ._ 
the radius ratio. 

2. In a stable ionic structure, the valence of each 
anion is exactly or nearly equal to the sum of the Rtrengths 
of the electrostatic bonds to it from the adjacent cations. 

3. Tk.e presence of shared edges, and especially of 
shared faces,_ in a coordinatsd structure, decreases Lts sfa- 
bilt_ty. This effect is pronounced for cations with large 
valence and small coordination number. 

4. In‘s crystal containing different cations, those 
with large valence and small coordination number tend not to 
share polyhedron elements with one another. 

These rules are so applicable to predominately ionic CO- 
ordinate bonds that variance from them is a test of predom- 
inant covalency.' All ',- ne forms of silica obey them, which 
proves the partially ionic nature of the Si 0 bond; whereas -- with sulfur, the SiS, tetrahedra share edges with one another 
to give infinite chains. 
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thus proving the Si-S bond to be essentially covalent. 

L Crystals containlzn d hydroEen-bonds.- Thq..phenomenon 
of the hydrogen bond is re-s&&nsiblk.k6r the unusual -proper- 
ties of.water. sy analogy with other related cotipounds such 
as H,Te, EI,Se, and H,S, on t:ge basis of decreasing molecular 
weights and Van der Waals forces, the melting and boiling 
points of water would be axpected to be about -1OOO and 
-800 C, respectively. 

.- 
A good example of C-O ---H bondine in crystals is given 

by the two crystalline forms of oxalic acid. The alpha form 
of this substance consists of plates and the beta form of 
long chains. c 

I I I EF 
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The plates and chains 'are: Intjerc'onnected throvgh very weak L Van der Waals forcss'. -. .>-.. , '. '. -- - mL-mm- 
. . . . . 

k 8. Metal crystals .-'~The' relatfonship between physi'cal ... 
properties and bond d:ist.an.ces and 'angles is the same in meta 
as in other crystals. If the atomic radii of the metallic 
elements are plotted against atom%c.number, it will be .seen 
that a minimum occurs in each caselbetween the sixth and- 
tenth elements of each sequence. In this range, the greatest 
bond strength occurs and conseqrientlythe strongest me%Lllic 
substances. '. 

As the number of valence electrons per'atom increases 
.from 1 to 6, there is a corresponding increase in electron 
pairs effective in bonding the atoms together in the metal.. 
Between the sixth and the tenth elements the number of elec- . 
trons remains constant at about 6, but becomes smaller be- 
yond the tenth. These relationships offer an explanation ..- 
for the fact that properties dependent on cohesive forces, 
such as yield point and ultimate tensile strength and hard1 y 
ness reach maximimums between the sixth and,tenth element in 
each sequence in the Periodic Table. 

f. Yan der Waals 'forces.- In crystalline substances the 
equilibrium of energies in the crystal lattice to give layers 
and threads (e.g., in graphite and asbestos, respectively) 
precludes the existence of very great bonding forces between 
these more or less'saturated.systems. That these forces- db 
vary, however, is evidenced by~the much greater interplanar 
cohesion for gr&pQ3.te :than for oxalic acid or mica. These 
forces, therefor&, depend on the crystalline configuration 
as well as the nature of the individual atoms involved. 

2. Noncrystalline Matter 

Host materials used for construction are not pure crys- 
talline subs-tancss, but do have varying degree6 of crystal- 
linity. The cohesive behavior of amorphous substances may be 
explained on the basis of the more definite knowledge of 
crystal structure, inasmuch as the same forces hold them to-. 
gether. 

a. Metals.- a Most metals consist of isolated regions of 
crystallinity surrounded by an amorphous medium. Alloys ex- 
hibit.the propert&es.of.the component parts except where true -- 
intcrmetallic compounds"are formed. --- 

\ 
phous regions of metals, 

In the.d,isordered amor- 
the cohesion is due to Van der Waals 
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forces of high magrriitude :?!:Thds,:is .merePy: another way of 
stating that the attractive force does not reach the magni- 
tude of a valence bond. When metals are cold drawn, however, 
there is a much greater.tendency-toward cry,stalline lattice 
formation with an accompanyrngincrease.in cohesive strength. 

,' 
b. Glass.- Silicate:glasses are the most common and 

have been s'hown by Warren (reference. 12) to consist of a 
random network of si-liban and oxygenatoms with each silicon 
atom tetrahedrally bonded to four oxygen atoms (fig. 2). All. 
the oxygen atoms, however, are not bonded to silicon atoms; 
thus interstices of varying sizes exist throughout the struc- 
ture. When the.composFtien of the. glass is modified by al- 
kali or alkali.ne earth metals, these interstices become more 
numerous and each .metal ion is surrounded by oxygen atoms 
with Un8atiSfied charges -and is consequently linked to these 
through coordinate covalent attractive forces. 

Glass structures, in general, .are co.mp:osed o-f oxides 
such as SiO,, BaO,, PsO,, Also,, and so forth, which are 
known as network former8 and oxides of alkali or alkaline 
earth metals such as NaeO and CaO, which are known as net- 
work modifiers, 

c. Wood.- The structure.of wood is, as is true of most 
complex natural materials, very imperfectly known. Predom- 
inantly; it c'o'nsists of long fibers of cellulose joined to- 
gether by means of lignin. The structure of cellulose is 
that of a chain composed of glucosidc units linked to one 
another through C-O-C bonds. Neighboring chains are intra- 
molecularly held together by means of hydrogen bonds. 

P 

- . . 

Lignin is not a single substance; its chemical nature varies 
from apecicd-to. dp'ecies. ,. . . . , ,.I . :: 

J 
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The bond between cellulose and lignin is'in itself a 
problem of adhesion. Although the greatest strength of wood 
lies fn'the directfon of the cellulose fiber, many-of the 
properties of a given wood depend on the nature and amount 
of its lignfn component, 

d. Natural and synthetic high oolvmers.- High polymeric 
material8 include all substance8 which may be considered a8 
consisting of large multiple8 of monomeric units, formed 
either by polymerization 'or condensation. Cellulose, rubber, 
and vinyl resins are examples of polymeric,materiala. There 
are two types of high polymeric compounds: 

Thermoplast$c - two-dimensional molecule8 

Thermosetting - three-dimensfonal molecules 

These two classes of 'materials have arrangements somewhat 
analogous to those of asbestos and diamond, respectively. 

1. Thermoplastic polymers (reference 13),- If the attrac- 
tive forces between chains are strong and the fine 
structure permits of easy 1attFce formation, a 
high degree of crystallinity and hence Cohesion 
will result. Such materials fall in the fibroue 
area of.figure 3, In fibers such as cellulose 
the individual chains are probably held together 
by means of hydrogen bonds through the OH groups. 
Other fiber8 of high strength, such as nylon, are 
probably joined by similar forces. 

The forces between molecules of polystyrene, poly- 
methyl methacrylate, and r.elated materials are 
not as great as those between cellulose and nylon 
molecules, These materials fall in the plastic 

1 area of figure 3. There are no very reactive 
centers, such as hydroxyl or am&do groups for 
forming hydrogen bridge8 between chains. The 
most likely assumption to explain their strength 

. in films, filaments, and so forth, is that they- 
are held together by Van der Waals forces which 
are strong 'because of the.great. asymmetry of the 
inonomer molecules, Ttii vinyl polymers are not as". 
asymmetri'c as polystyrene or methyl methacrylate 
and they tend'toward rubbery characteristics, 

Bubbery materials.owe.their properties to verv%%h 
weaker Van der Waals forces between the molecular 
chains, A tensile load ap;plied to a rubber cause8 
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an a.ctual change in the configurations of the 
chains; the coiled equilibrium state ie, changed 
to the stressed chain state. These materialo are 
located in-the rubbery arca of figure 3. 

2. Thermosettina polymers.- Cured thormosetting reein- . * .' L 'ou5 materials, such a8 phenol-formaldehyde and I., .urea-formaldehyde condensates, are composed of a 
three-dimensional cross-linked network, analagoue -* e, -; , ,to the diamond structure. , 

In order for such a structure to be fo'rmep., it is 
necessary that at least one of the. reactants in 
the polymerization mixture have three ..or more ac- 
tive centers at which bond formation can occur. 
In phenol-formaldehyde resin, for example, the 
benzene ring is capable of forming bonds at the 

t para,a>d two ort-iro positions with respect to the 
hydroxyl group. The COh08iV0 forces in such a 
material are very strong covalent bonds, and con- 

:,, sequently,, the gross physical properties ari3 
those '0.f great strength and stability. 

I . 
; C. THX NATURE OF-ADHSSION 

1. Theories Concerning Adhesion . -- 

The investigation into the natura of adhesion has as 
its objective the'establishment of the most desirable phye- 
ical.,and,chemical properties for an adhesive betwcon two 
given surfaces so that maximum structural strongt.h can be 
obtained. In the past two decades considerable interest has 
been axo.us.ed in this subject. ?robably the greatest effort 
in this :d.irection was that undertaken-in Great Britain, the 
results.of which are described in the three reports of the 
Adhesives Research Committee under the auspices of the 
Department- of Scientific and Indus$.rial Research. The greater 
part.of.this investigation was conducted by.J. W, McDain and 
coworkocs (reference 14). At the same time, work was being 
done,in thi.8 cou,ntry at the U:S. Forast Products Laboratory 
by.F;-,L.,.Browne and T. R. Truax. Both organizations were in- 
tare:ated f'n. the mechanism whereby two sur'f-ac.e8 .of an adhesive- 
ly fqrm8.d ',j.o;int' are held by the-.adhesLv.e..: _ a_ :.-. a: . . . 

. . McBain as R result of his investfgations arrived at the 
aoi'clusion tha<'two'-t.ypes of..bonded joints may be formed: . . . . 
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Specific - between smooth, dense surfaces ' . . - . . . i .. : 
Browne and Truax (see references 15 and 16), however,' main- 
tained that although some of:the strength of the bond b&f-&en 
two porous surfaces must be attributed to tendrils cf-Tadhcgi ‘I 
sive. which enter the pores, this mechanical interpe-netration 
cannot account for more than a small'fraction of tha :joint . 
strength. I 

a. McBain's experimental work.- McBain drew his conclu- 
sions from the following experiments: : .- . 

. . . . -r.; . 
8. ,. . . 

1. McBain prepared joints between surfaces of silver to 
silver ana silver to wood. He varied'the character'of the' '. 
silver surface by welding silver gauze at se,ver,al'poi-nt$.in. 
single and double layers to the smooth surface and obtatned 
quaiitati-ve results for the' stren_gth of bond+.prepared tiifh- 
a proprietary gelatin glue: 

Remarks- 
. . 

,Jdii.& 

I 1. Ag;glue:Ag . ; 

2. (Ag)g:glue:(Ag)g 

3. Ag:glue:wood 
_ 

4. (Ag)g:glue:wood 

.- ; / 

5. CA;) 
gg 

:glue:wood 

=(Ag) = Silver 
g . 

i 

Strength 

Weak 

Moderate 

Glue film moist. , ._. ._ - - 
Glue film moist. ~ . . 
Glue film only on wood when 

joint was broken. . . . I : '._ ) 

Stronger than 3; glue film 
partly on sflver gauze and 
partly on wood. .- : 

Stronger then 3 or..4;. glue 
film partly on silver gauze 
and partly on wood.. I: :.. b 
. _ _ . 

o which- was welded one 'layer o'f. gauze: - 
- . 

L4dgg = _-__- Silver t o,".w'hfch w&S welded. two -la$er.s.' of. -gaz%i.-- . : r-l :.i-.- - 

L 

: ,- . . -, .~ 

Similar results were obtafned using gum arabic and molt.e'n.'."' 
shellac, .--- respectively,..: as adhe s.ive s . I ,.\ ! . . I _ e ,_ _ -2 - ._ . -2 '. - '." ., ! '. -.:.:.: a .I . , . 
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2. Surfaces o.f hard and soft woods were treated with 
three successlv'e coatings"af ebony stain before bonding and 
the joint strengths were compared with those of unstained 
surfaces by bre'aklng manually. In the case of 8oft woods 
the joints prepared with elthor the stained or the unstained 
surfaces could not .be broken by hand, but in the case of the 
hardwoods, the stained joint-8 broke. McBaln concluded that 
the stain was able to fll1 the pores of the hardwoods, but 
not of the soft woods, thus preventing mechanical penetra- 
tion by the glue of the hardwoods, which consequently gave 
weak joints. 

3. If adhesion to porous surfaces Is mechanical, the 
joint strength must be directly related to the tensile 
strength of the glue. McBaln, using the method of Farrow 
and! Swan (reference 17), prepared adhesive films by casting 
on thinly greased ferrotype plates, Films and specimens of 
bonded walnut wood orepared with a sodium silicate glue and 
an animal glue, with and wlthout the addition of-dextrose, 
respectively, had the following strengths: 

Strength 

Glue 
Glue film Walnut joints 
In tension Shear Tension 

1. Animal glue 12,000 1500 826 

2. An'lmal glue mixed with an Less than 600 420 
equal. part of dextrose 1000 

3. Sodium silicate '- 600 700 --.- 

4. Specific adhesion requires wetting of the surface 
not only by the solvent, but also by the glue. McAain at- 
tempted to show that gelatin doe,s not wet several porous 
surfacea with which It forms strong joints. (See ref-erences 
18 and 19.) To do this, he measured the.water absorption of 
filter paper, viscose rayon, and fused silica, and then meas- 
ured the change In concentration brought about by the addl- 
tlon of these materials to acueous solutions of glue, He 
found that only with fused silica did the concentration be- 
come lowered. This he interpreted a8 showing that water was 
being removed from the solution by porous substances such as 
filter paper and viscose rayon, but no glue was being ad- 
sorbed, 

. 

5. McBaln believed that If specific adhesion Is opera- 
tive, the attractive field of the solid surface should impose 
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an orlen,tlng influence up~on,t,rh~e,~molecules of the very thin 
adhesive layer. In 6Uch 'a:case the .glue structure should 
differ In a glue l'ine from;lth,at of ci SOlid bIock of glue. 
Studles of X-ray patterns'from glue films on .wood revealed 
no such difference.' I- . 

b.Porest Proaucts Laboratory experimental work.- Browne, 
Truax, and other workers.gave,-the following Interpretation to 
these experiments: 

.-- 
1. Some degree of spe,cific Adhesion 16 a necessary pre- 

requisite of mechanical adhesion:lnthe case of materials 
having such a fine degree.of porosity as,,wood. Red oak aur- 
faces, selected because of the lar 

7 
e-pores, were joined with 

Lipowltz metal alloy (reference I6 which ha8.L melting point 
of 60' C, does not wet wood, and has a viscosity not unlike 
that of woodworking glues; The joint was easily separated 
by hand and the film was removed intact. --A 

Glue solUtiona contain considerable volumes of water or 
other solvents. As the joint dries, the glue contracts 
throughout Its entire mass. If the Interpenetrating tendrils 
did not adhere tenaciously to the cell walls, they would 
shrivel and the entire interface between wood and adhesive 
would disintegrate. Photomicrographs of glued SeCtiOnS 
showed that in all cases the glue had remained attached to 
the cell walls and in drying had contracted from the center ' 
of each tendril, leaving a hollow cylinder. 

2. In the staining of hard and soft wood6 prior to: glu- 
ing, the pine ,probably absorbed the 011 stain more readily 
than did the mahogany; thus enough of the surface of the'-pine 
,was unaffected toTform a good .jolnt. If sandpaper were Used 
to clean the stained mahogany surfaces the fi1'1ed pore-s-'irould 
be unaffected; whereas cells of the wood would be eXp'O6ed'on 
the surface to be bonded. McBalnls experiment was tieseated 
using paraffin wax and collodlon, respectively, to seal the 
pores and the surfaces were sanded before gluing. Good 
joints were obtained although penetration was greatly reduced 
as evidenced by photomlcrographs. .-I-. - 

3. McRaln's relationship ,between the tensile strength 
of glue films and the shear and tensile strength val~‘es of 
glue joints was based on an experiment In which gluing meth- 
ods assuming mechanical adhesion were Used. Thus, jilie- glue 
was prepa,r,ed in a thin sclutlon, appllea hot to heated wood- 
surfaoes,&nd preSsed immediately .ini.:dr&er to fiII.th'e -Good as 
much as possible wlth glue. ':. . 
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This experiment was repeated on several species of wood 

glued with sodium silicate,.. animal glue, and,animal glue con- 
taining two concentr.ations of dextros-e.. The tensile strength 
of walnut joints, and .the shear strength of maple joints 
glued with these sub,stances is as follows: 

Glu’e . 

1. Animal glue 

2. Animal glue-dextrose 
mixed (1:l) 

3. Animal lue-dextrose 
mixed f 1:1.5) 

4. Sodium silicate 

St 

Glue film in 
tensiona ---- -. 
12,000 

Less than 
1000 

m-m.- 

800 

;I‘ 

f 

.Shearb 

1 

-- --- 
3950 

3350 

3150 

3000 

ength 
psi) 

TensionC 
3400 

‘1300 

---- 

950 

&Values determined by McBain . 

bMaple block shear . 

'Walnut joints 

In each case the glue was applied in concentrated solution to 
one surface and allowed to dry until the glue line retained 
a finger print and then assembled. The joints so obtained 
were much stronger than those of McBain. Although there is 
some loss in joint strength when the.glue is weakened, this 
loss is not so great as indicated by KcBain and, furthermore, 
the greater number of failures in these jojnts occurred in 
the body of the glue and not at the interface be.tween the 
glue and the wood, 
sion. 

so that the.failure was not ens of,,adhe- 

4. McBain's conclusion regarding the lack.of adsorption 
of gelatin from aqueous solution' is not necessarily correct. 
If water is more attracted to wood than is the gelatin, it 
will be selectively adsorbed'from solution, thus giving the 
appearance of negative adsorption for gelatin, , 

Campbell (referenpe, 2O).has rec.ently.adv.anc$'d the theory 
that glue 'ia.adsorb,bd to' wood. surfaces through. a monomolec- 
ular layer of'water which is dirre.ctly.a'ttached.-tp groups on 
both the wood, and glue' surfaces. ' , . ' :y 

. . 
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5. Although ths Z.ore.st Product.8 Lsborat.ory workers did 
not comment on McBair'-s $i.fth experiment.,. later investigators. 
studying the effect of surfaces. on lubricant films have found 
that attractive forces between a surface and an adsorbed . 
layer do not operate through much more than a monomolecular 
layer of the liquid., (See reference 21.) This is i.n agree-' 
ment with the findings of Lennard-Jones (reference 8) who 
calculates the electrostatic attraction between surfaces and.. 
charged partrtcles. In such a disorganized macroscopic sys- 

tern as an animal glue film it is not likely that orientation 
effects present in a monomolecular layer could be detected 
by the method us'ed by McBain. 

2. The Chemical Properties of Surfaces (reference 10) 

It has been shown that adhesion to any porous surface 
Is not primarflg a mechanical phenomenon. Evidence is accu- 
mulating in every pertinent field 'that molecular attractive 
forces are responsible for the bond between any two surfaces. 
A knowledge of the chemical nature of surfaces is necessary:.: 
in order to establish the type of bond formation which -may . . . 
occur. 

The surfaces of solids are entirely different from their 
internal structures. The simple .treatmen.ts of grinding and 
polishing differ very greatly fn theZr effects on surface na-- 
ture. In metals, especially, X-ray diffraction patterns show 
that grinding removes .sec>ions of the surface without apppre-- 
ciable distortion ofsthe remaining crystal structure; ,tihereas- 
polishing rem0ves.th.e promontories and. deposits materiaLs .,-i-: 
from them in the crevasses,. -- leaving .a. $mod~h~.5ransparent.- T -:.: 
amorphous film known as the Beilby layer. ~!J~hi.s layerh&s---..., 
more of the characteristics of a liquid than a solid and is .- 
much more reactive. If, for example, a metal vapor is con- 
densed upon a polished metal surface, a crystal pattern is 
first obtained, but on standing this changes to that of a 
completely amorphous structure. If a nail is hammer-ed into 
a crystalline surface, the amorphous ring around UiKh?il'e.; !!. 
will be more readily attacked by acids than the remainder,,of;-.l- 
the surface. Glass surfaces when Ipolished ar?.re'nhe'~e8.dp.u,..: 
bly refracting to a depth of 3000 hngstrom units. -1 : 1 ., - 

I . .I . 
Solid surfaces.are very rrregular 5-n their .const$tutian.:~~ 

Thus, the,surface of even a monocrystalline metal will con- -- 
tain different faces, edges, corners, and projections. For 
this reason, all.parts of a given ,surface-will not h&v-e-the --- 
same catalyajng ability and consequently the same .dcgree- of- -- 
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affinity for adhesive ,substances, .$.-x.perimsnts show that dif.- 
ferent faces of the same crystal e'isrt/very .different forms 
of attraction upon.‘d.yes. Thus, if lead nitrate is immer'sed 
in a solution containing methylene blue and picric acid, some 
of the surfaces will be blue and some yellow; neither-film is 
contaminated with traces of the other dye, , 

. 
The greater.the activity a surface Possesses, the more 

likely it is to-,be contaminated with impurities., which ar-e 
present in,the air. ,Freshly split mica surfaces, will sieze 
each other. tenaci.ously,..but if they are freely ex-posed to.: 
circulating air currents they lose this activity'tifter a fe'w- 
minutes. It has been dsmonstrated that if these' surfaces ar'e 
covered, they will retain their attracr;ion for each other for 
several days. Accidental traces of grease will greatly re- 
duce the wetting -roperties of such surfaces and even slight 
contamination will increase the contact angle with a liquid, 

The purification of a surface is, consequently, of the 
greatest importance if strong tenacious glue lines are to be 
obtained. This is by no means a simpla operation. It is 
possible to clean the surface of glass by heating with a 
flame for a short time,provided the contamination is not ex- 
cessive, but this treatment cannot be applied to most other 
surfaces as they would become sintered. Metals may be cleaned 
with,b.enzene or by slight etching with acids followed by wash- 
ing with distilled water and drying with alcohol and ether. 
It has been demonstrated experimentally at the Curtis=-Wright 
Laboratories that sanding of wood surfaces with the finest 
grade of sandpaper immediatelJy.bsfore gluing gives a much 
better bond than that obtained.,,with glaze-d surfaces produced 
by planing or with roughly sanded ones; thus the sanding op- 
eration is one of cleansing. -. 

3. The Me'chanism of Adsorption 

a. Adaorntion phenomena. general.- Determination of the 
heats of adsorption and chemical investigation of adsorbed 
films on solid surfaces show that. two distinct types of for- 
ces are involved. Wh-en a gas is attracted to a surface by 
means of Van der Waals forces, the heat of-adsorption is 4000 
calories per mole or ldss,and the variation of a few degrees 
in temperature results in a simple pumping off of part of the 
film. J f 9 on the other. hand, an actual covalent bond is 
formed, as is the case with oxygen adsorbed on carbon, the 
heat of adsorption will be of the order of 10,000 calories 
per mole and may even reach as high a value as 200,000 calo- 
ries per mole. In this latter case, the temperature required 

. 
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c to release the adsorbed fi&m is sufficient to pyrolyze the 
chemical bond. Very frequently this bond is stronger than 
the cohesive bonds of the,adsorbing material and the compound 
formed between it and the:.gas is released as such;.thus,' 
when oxygen is adsorbed on, charcoal, heating results in the 
liberation of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. 

Depending on the temperature, the same gas may be ad- 
sorbed by Van der Waals forces or by primary chemical forces: 
Polanyi (rsference.22) pointed out that the -free valences of 
a surface would not attract the impinging molecules of a ga-s 
until these had surmounted a potential barrier. In other; -- 
wocqh;,. only those molecules.whi.ch have a certain energy val- 
ue will combine chemically with the surface. This relation- 
ship,ia',w~ll.illustrated by the behavior of hydrogen on:.:.-- 
nickel.at.various temperatures between -200' and 100°ltC.at,. -. 
different,pressures. Thus, at 600 millimeter pressure the' 
curve of volume',adsorbed plotted against temp.erature is given 
in figure 4. '(sge reference 23.) At -190' to -180' C ad- 
sorption takes pla-ce almost instantaneously through van der 
Waals forces. The amount of gas adsorb-ed decreased to a min-- 
imum at about -160° C because of the increase in kinetic- ..- 
energy of the gas m,olecules. Above -160° C primary bond for- 
mation begins. to occur. Adsorptiop reaches a.con,st+p& value 
between -1lOO and O" 6.1 Further increase in temperature.&&* 
suits in the pyrolysis~of the chemical bonds. 'z . ,.'_. z 

,..' .- 
” b. Adsorction phenomena at glue lines.- It is evident 

that fhe'primary .consi'deration in select'ing a suitable adhe- 
sive for a given surface is an evaluation of the relation-r * 
ship between a'ctive groups on the molecul-es of the adhesive.-' 
and the .surface. At the present time, the difficulties in-: I 
volved,in measuring the exact area of a solid surface ,and,' 
t$a:.la& of knowledge'with respect to the configurations:, :": 
mol.e.c,ular weight's, and kinetic behavior of high polytier-ic 
substances make it impossible to define mathematically'th'e.'... 1 
total bond energy at a glue line interface. It should 'be.:: :.* 
possible, ,however, to construct a theoretical picture of this 
region.which would lead to a better understandini of the phe- 
nonenon"of gluing. .- ..- 

_- 
: .;. 

1.. Metal surfaces , 
(a) Metals to.'metals [direct).- Tha art.':of metal 

bonding d'epends ver.y 'g%eafi'$-'.on' t'.ho uses' cY: Sss'old.ois' and welds. 
The chemistry.-pf alloy formation furnishes considerable in- 
formation on't'he iiat:ur$'..of the'att'ractive.forces involved. 
If two metals 'are very closely reI&ited,-- $or example, ., cagpe'r, 1 ._ .._.- 

L. 
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and gold atoms of the one will replace atoms of the other in 
a crystal. When there are certain definite proportions - 
for example, CuAu and CuBAu, the distribution in the.crystal 
will resemble that of an ionic compound such as NaCl. If 
the metals'are dissimilar they may actually form chemical *-. 
compounds which have their own crystal structure and have 
chemical and physical progerties which are quits different 
from those of the constituent elements. Thus, the melting 
points of sodium and fnercury are 97.5' and -38.7' C, respec- 
.tively; whereas the substance EgsNa melts at 360' C. 

. . 
Although the exactralationship~s which h0i.d in the crys- 

talline state are not exactly those obtained in a soldered 
or welded joint, the same general laws apply. Thus, the ex- 
perience with solders has been that the strongest and most 
permanent bonds are formed between metals having optimum 
chemical affinity. (See reference 24.) In all cases where 
the metal surface remains solid, a good bond with the liquid 
solder is best obtained when a-wetting agent or flux is em- 
ployed to cleanse the interface. 

(b) Metals to enamels.- When metals are glazed with 
vitreous enamels, it has been observed that the ground coat 
between the metal and -the'glaee must contain cobalt' or a 
similar oxide. The role of the cobalt compound has been the 
subject of much bontroversy, but a plausible theory is that 
it serves as a catalyst in forming the bonds between atoms 
of the metal and oxygen atoms which are attached to silicon 
in the enamel. The interracial bond between a vitreous and 
a metallic surface, according to Weyl (referenoe 25) must be 
of the chemical type in order to expl.ain the stability of 
such a system. King (reference 26) has reported that In the 
case of good bonding between iron and enamels, atoms of iron 
partially pedetrats into the enamel i,n the-form of dendrites 
which remain attachea to the iron surface, 

(c> Wetals to rubber.- It has long been -known that 
extremely good bonds are obtained by vulcanizing rubber onto 
certain metallic surfaces. 'Evidence shows that -the rubber 
is aotually attached to the surface'through a sulfur bridge. 
The bond is obtained more easily with brass than with iron 
(reference 27),a fact which correlates with .the greater ease 
of the sulfide formation of copper and zinc 'than of iron. 

id) Metals-to r'eiin0u.s adhesives.- .4n example of. .' 
pr,imarY bond f-ormati-on between a resi’n and a metal surface 
has been described by Doolittle and Powell. (See reference 
28.> These workers developed a vinyl chloride-acetate co- 
polymer resin VHCH for.u6e as a metal lacquer by polymerizing 

Y 
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a small'amount of.maleic acid wfth resin, thus giving free 
carboxyl groups on-the chain'ends'of thg,polymer. The amount 
of acid must be controlled to'a:small!prciportion, because 5 
percent or over oauseg,excesaive corrosion of the.metal. As' 
low,~as 0.1 percent,. 'h.owev,er,'gives ,.imprpved adhesfon and the' 
optimum amounts 'are: lbetwe'en. 0.3 to l..O percent. That the 
carboxyl group is.,respo,nsi%'le for. .adhes'$.on .was proved. by I 
forming the sodium salt of'.the r.esFn, 
adhesive propertie-si'.' 

thereby' destroying its .,* -- 
DfeBters of.the gcFd.showed.poor 'adhe - 

sion, but monoester;s werel.almost: as effective as the acid f 
itself. This deaelopmzent, is.an e.xce.llent example.of- what 
may be expecte&-fr.om,.a, careful study of. the chemical- nature' *. 
of adhesion'. r ,, -!. -' '. ., . . . . -. .,. .I :' ; .: 

In his wcrk'for:'dde',Adhe~ives. Committee 
I - i---l. 

MoBain.investi-- 
gated the'adhssion,of.a large:number of subsdances to metals. 
He found a close relationship betweeq.the atomic v.olume;of 
the metal and the bond strength of a given adhesive.- aid 
shellac, Tar. example, there is almost a linear relation-ship 
between -atomi.c vol,um'e “and ':'t'enstle streqgth of the joint, 'as 
shown ,by the 

i 
- .  I  

:  

. : .  , .  - - - - .  

,- .,-. 
Metal. '- 

Nickel .,! 1 
Copper: ..,I :. 
Aluminum - 
Tin 
Lead 

<IQ,,1 : y, ' ,:: 
;16-;2, . .,.: ',-. 
18.2 

::. ";, 

. . 

I. Tensile:atrength, of -Y 
'- shellacig,lued joint 

. (p&i..> :: -' 
.’ ‘: ,q@cj- :. .., . 

3300' 
. ,zaoo 

_ , .- . : , .- . -1109' 'Fe. 
..m j , : 

. . . *; 6.90 

Investigators.at .the Resinous Produc_t.s 'and Chemical gompany 
have found that Redux joints are'stronger with high:vdXency 
metals than with low, and that with-different grades of steel 
the adhesion is poorest with those which oxidfik .readfly, 
such as silicon steel. 

‘2. Wood surfaces' .!:- 
-. -. . .- .*.. 

(a) Wood to addesivds.- Adhesives .for wood have be.en 
more thoroughly investigated than for any other material. 
The mechanism.for fhe..bond,between wood and phenolic r‘esins, 
which is much stronger than.the cohesive bonds of wood, is 
very prob,ably hydrogen bridging between hydroxyl groups-in- 

'the -two .materi.sls. : Thereactivity of the phenolic hydroxyl 
groups iEt'indica'ted..by.t.~e fact that water-insoluble phenoi- 
formaldehyde res$n w~&l~i.ssolve readily in sodium-hydroxide 
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solutions of moderate concentration and even the cured resin 
is attack-ed by strong alkaline solutions. 

The probable structure of urea-formaldehyde resins in- 
dicates that much of their bonding power resides in the amide 
(-NH,) and imido (=NH) groups which.are present in large num- 
bers in the uncured state. These groups will also partici- 
pate in hydrogen bonding to other amido, imido, or hydroxyl 
groups. Campbell (reference 20) postulates that, instead of 
direct bonding to cellulosic hydroxyls, a.molecule of water 
serves as an intermediary bonding material between wood and 
urea resins. The rapid failure of such structures when sub- 
jected to alternate wetting and drying was regarded as evi- 
dence of such bonding. Introduction of high-boiling water- 
insoluble alcohols into the adhesive mixture improved the re- 
sistance of the bond to delamination under the cgcle condi- 
tions. 

. 
; 

lb) Wood and metal to adhesives,- Most adhesives 
which form satisfactory bonds to metals are not suitable for 
bonding wood and vice versa. Several adhesives have been 
developed recently, however, which consist of combinations 
of rubbers with phenolic resins. The bonding is accomplished 
by heat,which cures the phenolic resin in a strong bond to 
the wood and the rubber to.the metal. 

It has been found by Cunneen, Farmer, and Koch (refer- 
ence 29) that olefins form compounds with saligenin,which is 
the precursor of phenol-formaldehyde resin. 

OH 
+ Hz0 

C OH 3 H 

(Saligenin) ' (Olefin) 
It has also been observed that an oxidized.rubber reacts 
readily with maleic acid, phenol, and formaldehyde to give a 
modified rubber-phenolic resin. (See reference 30.) 

A reaction b.etween rubber and a curing phenolic resin 
probably occurs in this same manner, the terminal salegnin 
grouping of the resin attaching to the double bond in the 

I 

surface molecules of the rubber. Thus a primary.chemical - 
bond would be formed, accounting for the high shear strength d 
observed for these rubber-resin adhesives. 
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3. Glass surfaces.- The effect of cobalt oxide in bond- 
8 ing vitreous enamels to metal has already been mentioned.. 

Stannous chloride is used to promote adhesion in plating 
silver and other metallic films on glass. The strength of 
the bond between sodium silicate and glass indicates that 
primary chemical bonds are involved. 

4. Rubber surfaces.- Strong bonds may be obtained be- 
tween rubber surfaces through Van der Waals forces as well 
as through chemical bonds. -i- In the first case,a solution of 
rubber applied to a rubber surface leaves & fused structure 
which has 'good bond strength. In the se&on-d case, vulcani- 
zation proceeds across the interface of two rubber surfaces 
in the same manner.as within the two original masses. This 
is evidenced by the bond strength of vulcanized patches on 
tiree. 

5. Plastic surfaces.- It has been found by Barkhuff and 
Carswell (reference 31) that a thermosetting resin cured: at 
one temperature gives evidence of further cure at a higher 
temperature. This indicates that such a resin may frequently 
retain a degree of reactivity which would be sufficient for - chemical reaction. at the.'surface with a-cur-ing fhermosetting 
adhesive. In the bonding of any resinous surface cured in a 
mold or between prsss: platens, it is very important to remo+K 
any waxes used in their fabrication from the surface in order 
to permit adsorption qf the adhesive material. ._ - 

Thermoplastic materials are usually swelled or aissolved 
by organic solvents, Consequently, they may bb bonded by the 
addition of a solvent which attacks both surfaces tin6 allows 
an interdiffusion of the two materials, This permits the Van_ 
der Waals attractive forces to exert a maximum effect-brought 
about through hydrogen bridges. --- . . 

A -. Fundamental Approaches to *the Determination 

of the Nature of Adhesion 

a. The Bartell cell (reference 32).- It has long been 
known that the affinitg.of,a solid substance for a liquid 
was directly related to the.shapk of a drop of-the liquid on 

. a smooth surface of the solid. By measuring the angle-of 
contact, it is possible to calculate the adhesion tension at- 
the interface: 

A l,a ='sa '(CO8 6) where Cl>0 (1) 
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where 
I' ' .: I 

A adhesion tension',- 

S surface tension's" " ' . 
6 contact angle 

Subscripts. : d 1 
', 

1 solid - . 

a liquid *. 

: . 

, .y< 

- 
- 

; 

7.A 

. 

This device. is"u;s'eful where the contact- angie is finite-, 
but for the purpme of a study of adhesives it is much more 
important to measure the attraction of a solid f-or liquids 
which form a contact angle of sero. In other words, the best 
adhesion is given by substances which have a greater adhesive 
attraction for the surface than coheeive attraction within 
themselves. 

Sartell and coworkers have faund that by using two immis- 
ciblg liquids, one which wets the surface very well and one 
which wets it very poorly, it is pos.sible to measure adhesion . 
tension if several other values are known or can be calculaf.ed. 
This is based on the use of a displacement cell now known as 
the Bartell cell, which is shown in figure 5. 'i 

The- solid substance is powdered to a uniform particle 
size carefully cleaned and dried and packed.ipto the cell com- 
partment by a special technique, such that two-thirds of the 
plug is saturated with the poorly wetting liquid and one-third 
with the liquid which is to be measured. Thelspaces between 
the powdered particles behave like minute capillary pores, the 
average radius of which may be determined by means of the for- 
mula for the rise of liquids in capillary tubes .as well as by 
Poiseuille's formula for the rate of flow of liquids through 
capillary tubes. Values calculated by both. of these methods 
check the pore size with a high degree of accuracy. 

After packing the c'ell,. the equilibrium"pressure required 
to displace the poorly wetting liquid by the.high.ly wetting 
liquid is measured. ?y means of the following formulas, the 
adhesion tension is calbuiated: 

cos 0, 981 Pr = 
3 3 2 s2 9 3 : . * 

(2) 
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A 1,a '- A .= cos ea,3 s2,3 (3) lj3 

Al,3 = co9 &,3-S3.. . (4) 

A 
112 = cos 0, 3 %,3 + *x,3 9 

(51 

where 

A adhesion tension 

. . 
. . 

. 

P displacing pressure 

S surface tension 

e contact angle . 

r . average pore radius 

subscripts _. .Y 

1 . solid 
. . . 

2 highly wetting liquid. . ~ a 

* 
3 poorly wet.ting liquid . . .- 1 * , 

An example of such a calculation is.given by:solid car- 
bon, carbon tetrachloride,.and water (carbon.= 1; carbon 
tetrachloride = liquid 2; water = liquid 3): . 

e = O0 r = 9.3.x 10M6 cm 
192 -- 6 = 4o" 35' .P a,3 = 113 6935 g/ci" 

S 2,3 = 44.54 dynes/cm- s, = 72.08 dynes/cm 

6935 x' 981 cos e2,3 9.3 X 10c6 = 8 = C . 7103 
2 x 44.54 : 

.A, 2 - Al,3 = 9' (0.,.7.103)- (44.54) = 31.63 dynes/cm 
* , 

Adhesion tension iaterjcar,bon b. x,. $.L (c.os 40' 35')(72.08) 9 = '. 54.74 dynesjbm' - 
Adhesion te-nsion CCl.i;car-bon = +.I',, = 54.74 -t- 31.63.= 86.37 

dynes/cm 
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c 

A possible me&ns'far attackrfngthe.'problem of adhesion 
of high polymers to solid surfaces would be the measurement 
of adhesion tension valuesLof polymers of low molecular 
weight. Thus, monomeric vinyl acetate and pure.fractions of 
several polyvinyl acetates of low molecular weight may estab- 
lish a useful relationship.be.twsen adhe?iveness and polymer 
size. . '. . f. 

b. Heat of wetting (reference 33).- When a solid is im- 
mersed in a liquid it may or may not be dissolved, but in 
either event a heat change occurs. The heat liberated in 
the latter case is known as the heat of .immersion or wetting 
and is directly related to the energy of attraction between: 
the two substancesti Harkins and coworkers have devised a 
calorimetric method for measuring this heat and the results 
have been applied in the paint and varnish industry in s8- 
letting suitable vehicles for pigment particles. 

c. Heat of formation.- In the investigation of the nature . 
of adhesion, the h8ats of formation of chelate compounds as 
well as ion exchange reactions of certain groups such as hy- 
droxyl and carbonyl should throw some light on the strength of 
bonds involving such groups. Phenolic resins remove anions 
from water by exchanging hydrogen for the anion on the hydrox- 
yl.group. This takes place readily with sodium and should L 
bear some relation'to the heat of reaction of sodium phenolate, 
resorcinate, and so forth. Although unmodified phenolic resl 
ins are poor adhesives for matals, because of incompatible x 
physical properties, they do ferm such strong bonds to steel 
molds that the removal of a molded object may be effectad 
only when waxes are used to prevent bond formation. 

II. PROPERTIES OF ADHESIVELY BONDED STRUCTURES 

A. PHYSICAL STRENGTH OF BONDS 

1. Mechanical Behavior Phenomena 

It has been previously shown that high polymers consist 
of a weblike distribution of molecules which, in addition to 
being mechanically intertwined, are attracted to one another 
by forces ranging from weak Van der Waals forces to strong 
chemical bonds. Any high polymer at a given temperature will, 
consequently, be 8ither rigid or soft, 
tude of these bonds. 

depending on the magni- 
There is a definite temperature for each 
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substance below which it is a?preci.ably more rigid-than it 
is above that temperature. . This point 1,s. known :as the tran- 
sition point and is a 'characteristic of materials bonded by 
Van der Waals forces'. .: . 

_. r. 
When a high polymer is placed hnder a given stress it 

will suffer a deformation, the extent of which depends on 
the temperature and the amount and rate of loading. The de- 
formation may be resolved into three components, -,(See. refer- 
ence 34.) . . . ..-. - 

. . 
a. Ordinary elastic. deformation (do%) .- The ,indiv,idual 

links in the chafn molecule may be stretched bg'altering!'fhe 
bond angle under-an applied load. . .,. 

. -- 

c; ,c., c,.. . 
c c/ ,..,.’ . 

c 

.c. doYE 
*c 

. . : , . _. 
:, * . , 2 ji.2, 

The forces required to bring &bout such a.strain are very 
high, befng of the order of Yqun-g's modulus for metals. Thus 
may be defined a modulus of.elasticity (GoE) for this process 
which haa a magnitude of f04 to lo6 kilograms per square cen- 
timeter. Such,a deformstion w$ll appear or ,vanish immediately 
as the load is,applied or released. It is completely inde- 
pendent of temperature. ,. i. . 

b. Highly elastic deformation IdHE).: A chain mqle,culei 
has considerable length:wit3 respect.to.molecular dfmensicns 
and the-single covalent bonds do not prevent free rotation 
of the atoms in the'chain. .Consequently, the maximum~:poss&r 
ble.distance between ends of a carbon chain is never reached 
in equilibrium. It seems most likely that.the cha$n.ls more:- 
or less coiled along its entire length and the distance be?" 
tween ends will have a definite range for*a g%ven,ki%etiic ':.:3 
energy Of th6 molscule. In order t o inc.raase .the d..g,t.ance 
between the ends of these molecuies, it is necessary thaf'L&.'-‘ 
distorting load be sufficient to uncoil the chain. In addi- 
tion to the energy required for uncoiling, some %ifi~i-g;y;'&s~ 

be expended- .i;n 'overcoming the attractions bet~e.e~ri.Ip6~~~~~s~“ 
along the chain and sfmilar points on neighboringmol.ecu?L&~~. 
This latter ,effect.accounts for the fact that t,,hi,s process 
i 8' temperature depend-ent. 

;. -. 

The modulus of elasticity (G HE) for a material which may 
be distorted by this process is of the order of 10 to 190 
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kilograms per square centimeter, and-very great .dist.ortdons 
are obtained; rubber, for example, may be extended 1000 per- 
cent. Once the'.load is removed the cofling process will be- 
&n, but requires time to reach equilibrium. This equilfb- 
rium is attained by simpl,e revolution of the atoms about the 
single bonds and b.v overcoming attractive neighboring forces 
which retard the process. , 

c. Viscous deformation (dvisc).- Above the transition 
temperature a therm,oplastiC material will be principally dis- 
torted by separati.on of the molecular chains. This means 
that the kinetic energy of chain motion is sufficient to 
overcome the Van der Waals side forces, thus allowing the 
molecules to be drawn along each other without a greatly re- 
tarding friction. This process is also time dependent, the 
rate of flow depending on the difference between the experi- 
mental temperature and the transition point. 

d. Deformation ecuat$,oq.- The total distortion of a ma- 
terial exhibiting all these characteristic6 may be repre- 
sented by th-e following diagram: 

%E 
Each element in the diagram will be displaced to an extent 
dependent on the load. The increase in distance between A 
and D under a given load is the total distortion for that 
load. Thus, there may be written! 

d0E increase in distance AB 

dHE. increase in distance BC 
d vise’ increase in .distance CD 

This process ha6 been represented mathematically by 
Alexandrov and Lazurkin (reference 35) and modified by Simha 
(reference (36) as follows: . . 

(1) 

\- 

* 

.- 

. 

I - 
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c 

The total;deformation !P.) ,ia .exar.e.,ss.e-d as.. a fu2n.ctionS of rate 
of loading, and: as the .sum of' -the* thre.e. t$pe's* o'f-.deforma.tion 
already discussed. The signifYcance'-'of ea,ch' of these eke-" '!-- 

. I 
.- c--i. . . ments is as follows: 

- . : 

1. OrdinarG elasticity:: 
c . 

,-"' : ' ". : .' .- . .s ' w . : : 

do3 = ordinary sla,stic .defo;rmation 

where : . ? : 

GOE ordinary. shear,' tension, ,or .eom$resaion modulus 
of elasticity 

7 stress 

2 . High elasticity .- 

. . . . . 

c 11 . dHEb) = ultimate,high elastic deformation 

T =- . : . GHE 

where 

GHE modulus of high elasticity 

This factor is modified by the exponential term which 
expressles the dependency'on rate of loading and the viscous 
element. . 

I . 
t time elapsed between start of loading and the insf:&[t 

of observation, rate of loading be.ing cobstant it'.- 
QHE ; . . 

A=- .A I. I , 
GHE 1. L ;! . 

: .! . 
f TIHE the viscous effect associated with the highly elastic _ 

defo,rmati,on , , . ., :: : * - --_. _ . _ ..I I ._ .. -. 7 -;v.. -; ( : : . - . 
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3. V?iSCOSity..-, The-final term'expre'sses the deformation 
brought about by‘the ViSCOUS flow of-the material modified 
by the. rate of:loadi'ng. : 

* 

This equation for the deformation of high polymers is 
only a first approximation. Other expressions have been de- 
veloped, based on thermodynamics, which involve considera- 
tions of crystallization phenomena. It is expected that fur- 
ther deVelOpmeht6 in the interpretation of mechanical behav- 
ior of high polymers will materially contribute to a better 
understanding of glue line phenomena. 

2. Effect of Thickness of Glue Line on Strength 

a. Experimental evidence.- An investigation of several 
adhesives f'or wood by,Poletika (reference 37) reveals that 
joint strength is inversely proportional to the thicknese of 
the glue line. 

Glue layer 
thickness 

(in.) s 

0.002 'I i. 

Number 
of 

samples --w--v 
6 
5 

11 
17 

6 
7 
8 

10 
9 

Average shear Average wood 
strength failure 

(psi) (percent) 

1500 
1330 
1450 
1410 
1340 
1150 
13.00 

, ii80 
1200 

900 
940 
92.0 
840 
850 
6.79 .;: : 
ygc). _' :“ 
480 
560 
520 

. 
.003 
.004 
.006 I 

.006 

.007 

.008 
. .009 

.OlO 

.Oll 
' .: 012 .*.. . 

*;013 ', 
.014 
.015 

..:;016: ‘- , 

.017 '.' 

.018 

.019 

.020 

37 
40 
26 
22 
21 
29 
19 
11 

9 
12 
.ll 

6 
4 
4 
6 
3 
2 

,5 
3 

I. ..I, .: ,: p. .' - 7 ',' ' '. :. - : : . ,. I .- ,( 5 ;,:.I ;: ,; ;; .: :. :- ,. 
starved joint formation will"occur if too'-little 

. 
However, 
adhesive is applied to porous surfaces and would result in 
a weak joint. because of lack of film continuity. 

- ? .- i 

I 
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'3imi.lar relat~nshigs were $oqn.cg .by Crow. (ref.erenc~e ,381 
in “a &tidy: ..of .soft. ..sol&e$ed .,jdint.s' . ,qe ..fo,und that by m.a'kin..g 
the 'fi:Lmr~.veey .thin, .j,o.iPt-,.:s.t~Spi;it~;;.'~s Thigh .as 11 Eons per, 
square inch :.w'ece ~obtainabbq. ,! Thi.8' v&l.de is several times the 
tensil&%%trength .of th&.so;l4er, : ! ', :., - .- I , ': -, . .-, . L . . 

,b'.' 'Probab'flitv of 
1' ! .' -'. . ..' 

flaws.- ,.,The relationship between aver- 
age strength .,aad rod or,f,&ber.length has baen'digcussed by 

:Peirce' (reference 40) ,fqr 'cotton, BeJlineon .(r:eference 41) 
for rayon, and Anderegg (reference' 42) for glass; If a'fiber 
10 inches in l*ength is broken, the rupture will occur at the 
weakest spo.t,.<.I-f:.another-,,fiber exactly like the first is 
divided into ten 1-fnch leingths and eachof these is broken, 
a range df brbaking loads *will be obtained, the lowest being 
equal to the .one ob,tained .on the f,irstlfiber. Thus, the 
shorter the specfmen the le.88 will be the p,rsbability that it 
will contain the weakest spot. This same analogy can be ap- 
plied.to glued jointsf the average strength of 10 thin ones 
should'be greater than that of one tenjtirdes as thick, I >-- 

..To test this assumption, Bikerman (reference 39) pre- 
pmar'ed joints between brass blocks and.st.esl cylinders with 
paraffin wax. He controlledthe thickness'of the wax film 
in each joint so,that 100 joints were obtained having thick- 
nesses of approximately'67 p and~40:of'.approximatePy 540 CL. 
The operationaX .vari.ables were mfninfzed by preparing 10 thin 
joints and 4 thick.joints in 10 successive groups. The ten- 
sile.load"was applied-by iuspe'nding gram-weights fron.,ths.: *: 
samples,, , ,, ~?l!h& results of'these tests are-as follows:~ -,'- Y : 

. . '. *. *. r.. ~ . 1 - , ? . .-': ..' . Strengt'h.of Parafffn Wax joints 1 _ __ 
,. :- 

,, :.‘. -; : -I-.< ;..! k nlcn2) 
Gr &p bf '1 ,i ., .- . 
sp&&.&.!~ :' ,;' &axfmum 

. :*::57.y*. 54& 
: j&g& " 

I Minimum Mean 
35.0 

> r35,o 
-. - .32,0, 

31,o 
25.5 \; 
32.0 
28.0 
29.5 

., 28.,5 
2975 

27.5 
r 39.5 ': ., 
: 26-p! 

25 . 0 ' .: . ,, 
,ze.o. 2 

' 24,5 
22.5 
23.51 . . , 

.23.0 '. * "f .- * I . 
2265- pr :. . . 

24. 6 
. -I- 

18.0 
20.0 
2Q.5 
18.5 
17,O : '. 
19,5.. :-. 
14.5 "' 

.24.5 . . 

..1g ? 5 ; '.; 

.17$$:. # r-'. 

18.20 

17.5 
15.5 
16,5 
14.5 
13.0 
18.0 
13.0 
13.0 
14.5 
13.0 

14.85 
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. The..average value obtained .for .tih.e thin joints compares 
w$th the value of 18 .kilograms per ,.square c,entimeter for par- 
affin to 'br,ass 'obtained by McBain and Lee, . (See reference 
14.) The tensile strength of paraf.fin measured by 
Konstantinova (reference 43) 1.8 7;.46 kilograms per square 
'centimeter and for joints thinner than 0.01 millimeter, 14.8 
kilograms per square ,cen.timeter.. MoEain and Lee obtained 
the following values fior'varying thicknesses ocshellac 
joints; th,ese show similar relationships to Bikerman's values: 

Strength of Joints 
(ka/cma) 

Ratio 
Joint Thin Thfck thin;/thick 

-67 p 540 p 
Al:shellac:Al 145.0 76.0 1.93 
Ni:shellac:Al 190.0 l 110.0 1.73 
Brass:paraffln;steel 24.6 14.8 1.67 

Bikerman analyzed his da.ta by means of a simple applica- 
tion of probability theory'as follows: 

L.et 'm = number of specimens of length.1 
n = number of specimens of length l/a 1 

If It is assumed that the probability of finding a weak spot 
is a function of length, one in n of the thin joints will 
contain the weak spot which would have oaused the failure of 
the thick joint. The tensile strength of this joint would 
accordingly be identical with that of the thick joint. If 
this reasoning is correct, the low values in each batch of 
the paraffin joints of 57 ~1 thickness should not differ sig- 
nificantly from the average.values -of those of 540 P thick- 
ness. 

,The difference between the low values of the' thin joints 
and;'the average values of the thick joints. was found to be 
signl*ficant , but the probabil,ity theory acdounts -for a?prox- 
imat*e.ly two-thirds of the dif.ference In strength. 
showr+s follows: 

This Is 
I . . 

r. & 
; 

= number of valuers ' 
= a measure'of the,significance of the difference 

Xl,X&v'X~. . . .x10 = the differences in the same group 
between the minimum values of 

-the thin joints and the average 
values of the thick joints 

. 
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*., . .. 
and x = the difference between the total: a-verages- for 

the minimum values of the thin:joints and the 
average values of the thick joints 

: 

Then m = 10 . 
x= 18.20 - 14 85 =' 3;35 

and t = xAj-1 
c 

(x,-x)= + (x=-x)= + . . . . + (XIO'X) =4 

= 5.1 J 

Since, when m = 10, only one value of t in 100 will e'xceed 
3.25 by chance, the difference:.between the low values for the 
thin Joints and the average values of the thick joints is 
significant. The discrepancy between these values is ex.- 
plained by Bikerman as due to qrgstallization differencesin 
the thick and thin sections of wax. 

c. Surface smoothness.- In order to obtain a st.ron.g 
joint, a smooth surface is more desirable than a roughened 
one, inasmuch as the depressions in the roughened one.must be 
filled in addition to the gap between the two surfad-es. Fur- 

'thermore, if the surface is deeply scored, there is always a 
possibility that air bubbles will be trapFed in the glue line. 

. The existence of such points of interfacial discontinuity will 
c cause high concentrations of stresses in thei.r vicinity which 

will result in premature failure of the entire bond when ex- 
ternal loads are applfed. 

w 
-_E_f_fect of curing d ronditiou.- -- When a thermosetting 

resin adnesIve is used, it is ou,ed in the joint with pressure 
and very frequently with heat. Thus, ft reaches an equilib- 
rium state under an abonrmal set of conditions. When the 
pressure and.heat are releas-ed, the resin has a tendency to 
reach an equilibrium at..a 'lower pressure and temperature, but 
is restrained'by its bon&to two surfaces. This results in a 
stress at the glue line.' If the glue line is very thin; 
these stresses will be' very small with respect to the bo,nh: 
strength and the glued joint will be able to support ,much- 
higher loads. Similar stresses are set up in adhes'ive fiim.6. . -- 
which are formed by evaporation of solvent. 

3. Problem of Thermal Expansion Differences 
. 

Inorganic materials such .as' glass and meti.ls are charac- 
terized by relatively low coefficients of thermal-'expansion; 
whereas organic materi'als in general have high the.rmal expan- 
sion coefficients. Eence, stresses are developed in joints 
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prepared with"thesd two tynes.of ma,terials when the tempera- 
ture differs appreiiably-from that.'.'at ,which the bond was 
formed. 1f.the'molecule.r cohesion. o,f one of the materials is 
sufficiently low, the stresses develoljed at the glue line can 
be relieved by flow. Xowever, such matsrlals usually undergo 
excessive flow at temperatures above the softe'ning point and 
have.,spor bond- stren,,gthc ._ For matbr.j.a.1 s. whi'ch have high mo- 
lecular cohesion and henbe undergo<very little flow, such as 
the thermosetting resjns or most marorials at low tempera- 
tures, the stresses developed because of dilferent thermal 
expansion coefficients are not readily relieved by molecular 
flow. , r 

l 

l - 

For the latter type ,of.material it is necessary to add 
an ingred$ent to the adhesive to adjust its thermal expansion 
coefficient to-approximately that of the adherend. Investi- 
gations at the National 3ureau of Standards (reference.44) 
have shown that this can be achieved by the addition of inor- 
ganic powcered materials to the adheefves. This may be illus- 
trat-ed by the adjustment of the thermal expansion coefficient 
of polystyrene to that of brass. 

6ure polystyrene has a the.rmal expansion of'70 K 10'k/oC; 
whereas that oft brash: i's- 17 x 10-6/o0. When bra'ss ihsbr-t.s- 1.. 
are placed 'in' pure'pol'ystyrene, very small changes in temper'- 
ature cause the plastic. to crac.k and becomftdetached from the 
metal. If 11 percent aluminum oxide,. 
efficient of 8.7 x 10-6/oC, 

having an exp.ansion co- 
is added to the polystyrene, 

cracking doe's not occur overla.jwpde tempe.rature range and the 
bond remafns intact. " I . . . . 'I.I,I 

This same prjnciple is frequently employed-in the .use of 
.c,arbon b-lack in ri'gid adhesives,.,. .Carbon has's very low ex$an- 
sion coefficient (5.4:x lo-e).. ..$en 10 percent.is added,to 
phendliformaldohyde resin, the coefficient of.:&xpansi'on:is 
20 pe$cont less than that,of the-pure rosin. Equations for 
cal.&ulating the compositionof adhes$ve mixtures'required to 
o>t&in, a-desir,ed thermal expansion coefficient aYe given in 
kekbreri'&e's.44 ana 45. 1 

. ' 

B. TEST METIiODS FOR BOND STRINGTKS 
I ., . . : '.. 1 . . ,. < 

Compar:ativ.ely little work has been d0,n.e on the develop- 
:m.ent and '.st'aridardization ;of. te;s:t*i.ng-method-g f$r dot'ermining 

"t,he fundamental physical pro,pe.rti.es o,f adhes.iveYy'bonded e 
joints. The Amerfcan Soci.ety..for Testing Materials has 

l 
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recently'! 5rga‘nised Committee D-l.4 E~n"Ad.he's?ives' to' formulate 
methods bf',tests pert&in,‘ing to adhestves. The cooperative 
efforts of '.t,hd' ?member:s- 03 :thi s committee' &ould c'ontribute 
to a better understanding of the.proble,.ms involved in test- 
ing adhesive&y bonded joints and should provide a basis for 
obtaining uniform test data f.or bonds formed betw.e,en.the 
many available varseties of adhe.siv8.s and adher+$i3s.. *. I : .' ..' . 

Some of the testing methuds which have 'bee!n"Gsed or pro- 
posed for the determination.of bond'strsngths will be briefly 
reviewed to complete this survey on adhesives and adhesion. 

-: , 

1. Tensile .Strength 

A method for the determination of the tensile strength 
of glued joints based on experimental work at the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories (reference 46) has been prepared for 
consideration by the Subcommittee on Strength Properties of 
A.S.T.M. Committee D-14 on Adhesives. .This method provides 
for the type of specimen shown in figure 6 and specifies that 
selfLalining,/ gr3ps shall be employed in or-der td assure- T-. 
loading exactly normal to the glued surfaces. * - -.=.z-. - 

c .’ 

. t 
. .fi.’ 2. Shear Tests 

In the testing-Q$ glued joints in..shear it is very dif- 
ficult to attain pure shear conditiohs. A variety of methods 
have been proposed for the determination of this property. 

-The'b$oc‘k'.ihear..joint t.est and the plywood joint test are 
currently :u%ed in Army-Navy Aeronautical specifications. 
The'$e',afld"6ther.:propo.sed: shear -tes.ts .for glued joints are in- 
cluded in the fo.l'lowing summary of .such tests. _ ;. *;:. . :. . . :" I . ':..; 

_* :I, .'a. '%lock,shear (reference .47).'- The block shear test is 
themethod most widely used for.evaluating the bonding - 
strength of adhesives:tq wood. 
tool.are'sHown in figure 'I, 

.The specimen and shearlngL -- 
The specimen is,broken byTe-- 

application of a compressive load. I.. _, 1 . . . . . . : :, 
' . . :. b:l Plywood,sheai- ireference 4i).-.ThecpJvwood shear. test 

specimen consists of a three-ply..wdod iaminati'in*Ghi&h the 
.grain-of the center ply is at right angles tothe two face 

plies. The specimen is prepared by milling a groove two-thirds- ' 
through the core on each of the face plies. The'specfmen is 
broken under a tensile load,in speoial grips!.as.shown in fig- 
ure 8. -, 
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c; in s n’ls:l, , ;i”-gi s&iSay’(Geference 48 > .? .T+e single 

lap joint specimen'ha~.'be$li"ir)ide~Ji used-for the'measurement 
of adhesion to,metals.;.' Th&-3tiecimsn Is brokenunder a ten- 
sile load. Standard grip.6 for tensile specime.ns.ar.e used. 
The specimen is shown in ;?t&ure 9. , ,,- , . . : : . I., 

d. Double lar, jdiht "shear '(reference 42s.):.-I'-.T'he dou*bIW ..I 
lap joint specimen was developed f-or the purpose of'6vorcom- 
ing the unequal distri,bu'tion. 6'f stresses encountered In the 
single lap joint speqimen, ,and' is broken in the same manner. 
The specimen is shown 'ih"figur:e ';9. .., = 

8. Scarf joint shear (reference 48).- The scarf joint 
specimen is difficult to prepare; but the shearing stresses 
developed in the glye.line are more uniform than for any 
other type of shear test. .If the two adherends are of eaual 
modulus, the.single scarf joint is adequate. For materials 
of unequal modulus, however, it is necessary that the angle 
taper of each be proportiaaal to its modulus, thus necessi- 
tating a double scarf joint, These joints are illustrated 
in figure 9. The specimens ars broken under a tensile load, 

f. Cvli driaal single shear (reference 14) The cylin- 
drical siaglz shear test was used bv McBain to iiduce the 
amount of wood failure in the glue iine. The grips and spec- 
ime? are shown in figure 10. By means of a agecial adjust- 
'ment it is possible to vary the ang1.e 8 shown in the fig- 
ure. It was found that the most reproducible values w8re 
obtained when 9 = SO? The specimen. is..,b.roken under a com- 
pressive load. 

. . g . Johnson double shear.- .The' Johnson shear test is per- 
formed with the.specimens and shearing tool shown in figure 
11. It consists in rigidly clanlpi'ng the outer sections of 

-tha"specimen in the shearing tool and applying a compressive 
load upon the shear member which ap'plies an evenly distrib- 
uted:load to the central portion of--the specime'n. It is nec- 
essary:that'the two glue'lines be accurately placed in the 
shearing planes of the 'instrument; thus very careful machin- 
ing of the specimen is req%F&ed'~~or reproducible values. . . 

The cylindrical 'd'oub'le "'she&? %e'st used by McBain (refer- 
ence 14) is similar 'to the Johli'sd%i'&hear test. The essential 
difference is that th'e oylindri'cal specimen is broken by a 
tensile load. The.grips and sp'ecimsn for this test are shown 
in figure 12. ,.: .' - - -. --. -. -- ,'.:;,. 

.' -, 
h. Discussion of shear tests.? Each of these tests has 

. 

- 
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c disadvantages; 6Om0 give poor reproducibility and,others re- 
quire a high degree of accuracy in machining. The reasons 
for poor reproducibil.ity may be illustrated by COn6ideringV 
the single lap joint specimen. It-has been shown (re'fere'ncd 
49) that stresses applied to 6UCh a specimen are not equally 
distributed over the entire glue line, but are concentrated _.-- 
near the end6 of the overlap. This i6 illU6tratd in figure' 
13. 

This unequal stressing is due to the s,hap& of the test- 
piece rather than the means for applying the load.' A given 
load will be concentrated excessively at the--,qhas of gach- 
member on the overlap and very slightly on the exEi?t‘ center' 
Qf the glued area. The result will be a partial Shear fail- 
urd tind a partial peeling action. The Shear value.obtained 

"in this way will not be directly progbrtional to the area of 
the .o,verlap, but will reach-a maximum value after which in- 
creasing the area will not change. the Shea* value. 

* .-De Bruyne has found, however, that by tapering the ends 
of the overlapped sections,.the Shear value will become pro- 
portional to the area. A comparison of 6heaP breaking loads 
obtained by-these tw?,methods i6 presented in figure 14. - . 

.‘It is'shown in‘fi&$e 9 that a similar modification of 
the double lap joint -elimPnates even more of.the d$StOrtiOnal 
error. _ . , . 

Shear methods based on torsion have not been investi- . 
gated to any extent.. These method6 are also hampered by the 
problem of nonuniform stress aistribution over the entire 
glued area. A rigorous COnsiaer8tiOn Of the Stre66,~L??bl0~6 
in Shear testing ha6 been presented by Galand~a&Beissner .-- 
(reference 50), and also by Hearmon (reference 51). 1 

. . . /' *- r-- 1 . .:... 
I. I _. 

National Bureau of Standards, 
Washington, D. C., February 23, 1945. -- . '- -:'--- 

. 

.L1. . 
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e;'Casein: - .'.' 
..' 

_(.. . . , 

1. Markovich, I . T . : Glutinosity III. Gluti~os~t$r"ik;~~'~~e *' . . . Gluing Properties of So-me Casein Glues. ~0lMiX'~Jour . 
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- 

.a.,: ," 
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* vo1; 

Kozhvenno-Obutiaya Prom.(U.R.S'.S:3, 
.19, no. 1, 1940? pp: 14-17. G-;:A., vol. 35, no. 5, 

I . ‘1941; p:*1543: . . . . . . 
3. Partisch, K. J.: Latex Adhesives.:; S,ei~fensie.d.er-Ztg., vol. 

67. 1940, pp. 289-299. C. A., vol. 36., no. 1, 1942, 
p: 

. _ 188. ,. ;: : I;:-;;:;";:i .r-:'.-:.i;...:i:r-' cr.. 
: . . . ;i.ii :,., T =-1: <...- . I_ * I . .: .7 ., . . 2' -. . . . _ . ..- . . - .- 

4. Hall's; -E ; "1 :: . Ca&$'n '~&e-e~~:y~~ "ind &m,e& 6 >. .2 "Pltodt i&s 
.- 

5, 1941, pp. 123X24. 'C. A.,'vol. 36, no. 22, 1942: 
vol. 

P= 7186. 
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Klebstoffe, vol.' 9, 194l, pp. 75-78.' C. A., vol. 38, 
no. 9, 1941, p. 2140. 1. 

f.'Cellulose Derivative%: 

1. von Artus.. F.: Leather Adhesives. Gslatine, *Leim, 
Klebstoffs, vol. 8, 1940, pp. 51-54. c. A., vol. 35, 
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Constructions. Khim. Xaferat. Zhur., no. 1, 1940, PP= 
134-135. C. A., vol. 36, no. 7,.1942, p. 2042. 

3. Upright, R. M., Kin, M., and Peterson, F. C.: An Evalua- 
tion of Methocel as a Pigment Adhesive for Papsr Coat- 
ings. Paper Trade Jour., vol. 114, no. 2, 1942, pp. 36- 
40, C. A.;vol. 36, no. 7, 1942, p. 2137. 

4. Micksch, K.: Methyl Cellulose Adhesive. Nitrocellulose, 
vol. 12, 1941, pp. 47-50. C. A., vol. 36, no. 16, 1942, 
P* 4931. 

5. Mfcksch, K.: Cellulose Adhesives. Nitrocellulose, Vol. 
13, 1942, pp. 64-69, 87-88. C. A., vol. 37, no. 17, 
1943, p. 5162. 

6. Gourlay, P.: Composition, Preparation, and Use of Nitro- 
cellulose Adhesives. Chem. Zentr., no, II, 1942, p. 976. 
C. A., vol. 37, no. 28, 1943, p. 5514, 

7. Schirmann, A.: Raw Material Basis of Substitute Adhesi.ves, 
Farben-Ztg., vol. 48, 1943, pp. 40-41. C. A.; vol.. 38.,: 
no. 17, 1944, p. 4720. * 

$. . . . . 
p. Furane Resins: 

1. Delmonte, J. Furfurs]. Resin Adhesive8 for"'AirCraft Us81 
Pacific Plastics Mag;, vol. 2, n’o. 4,'.1944, pp. 14-15. 
C. A.., Vol. 38, no. 17i-l944,;.~..472b.."' 

I. : * . . 
h, Gelatin and Glue! . . 

1. Horwitz, 'S.> -' Adhesivsi'. . ..Natural Glues ih.the.Geneer and 
Plywood Industry, Wood, vol. 4, 1939, pp. 462-465. 
C. A., vol. 34, no. 5, 1940, p. 1413. 

_ - I 
. . . . ; 
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. .no. 5,. 1940, p. 1510. . . . - 
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. 
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I. Inorganic Adhesive%: . ...s": ' 
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40-42,' 45, 72-74, 102-104, 115. CT. 

pp. 
k.', vol. 35, no. 11, 

1941, p. 3776. 
I 
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Ztg., vol. 65, '1941, pp. 474-475. C'. A.., vol. 38,, no. 10, 1944, p. 241'5. . _. 

3,. Phenolic Resins: . . 
I . .’ 
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Gluing. Khim. R.eferat. Zhur., vol. 4, 1939, PP. 13.0-133.. 
C. A., vol.. 34, no. 6, 1940, 17,73..,: *' -'- ". -: *-' p. 
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:-: : . . 
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1941, p. 3359. 
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..-.;, .‘ .I 
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1941.,pp, 

Rubber Adhesives. .Papierwarn-Ztg.,:vol: 46, 
r. 13$$13$': ":S*,c.A;,.~: vol. 36, no, il,. 1942:. p. 3392. ,,, 1 i *,s .&A.-r: . d . 
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. . . . 
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vgrarh.und. Le,im, v,o.l!. 2, 

- 36, 'hB.' 13, 1942-i 'pi 3873 
1940, pp.. 28-31. C . A .,., vol.. - - -- 

1- . . ,::. . . _ I .: . I '.I * . . . -- 

. 
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Products, vol. 45, no, 12, 1940, pp. 35-37. C.,A., 
vol. 35, no. 3, 1941,, p. 822.. ' .". 

2. Hodgins,, T. S., 
. . - . . . .." ~ 

and Hovey, A. G.: Urea-Formaldehyde Film- 
Forming Compositions. Air-Drying Films by Acid Catalysts. 

. Ind. Eng. Chem., vol.,33, 1941, pp. 512-515. C. A., ~01. 
1.35, no; 10, 1941,. p. 3338,:.. _ . , . 

3. Perry, T. D.: Aircraft Plyvoo& and"Adhesivee. Jour. Aero. 
,Sci., vol.,8, 1941, pp. 204-216. c, A., vol. 35, no. 
10,. 1941, p. 3359. 8.. . 
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. . 1941, p. 5212. . 
:' i 7 . , . . * . 

5: Hodgins, S,, et a1.i 
- ; 

Melamine-Formaldehyde Film-Forming 
Compositions. Ind. Eng. Chem., vol.'33, 1941, pp. 769- 

.:. ,, .779. C. A., vol. 35, no.. 21, 1941, p. 7577. , .- . .I . ' 
6, Magkey, R.: Applications of Urea-FormAldehydk'Resin Glues. 

Aircraft Eng., vol. 13, 1941, pp. 17lL172. 'C. A., vol. 
35, no. 22, 1941, p. 8147. 

. 

7. Ohl, F.: Glue and Adhesives for Commercial Con-%ainsrs. 
PKnochenverarb. und Leim,.vol, -2, 194b, pp- 26.~28. w 
c. A,, Vol. 36, i0. 17','i942, p. siak:. "" .,!.. . 

a. Sperski, S. F.: Improvements in Urea-Formaldehyde Adhe- r 
sives. Wood Products, vol. 48, no, 4, 1943, PP. 14-15, 
57. C. A., vol. 37, no, 13, 1943, p. 3853. 

. 
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vol. 38, no..t1’9’; 1944; jp. 5326.’ 
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1. Brother, G. B., M&in&$, ‘L...L.,kmd Suttle, W. CD: 
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Material. Ind. Dng. Chem., vol. 32, 1940, PP. 1648- 
1651. C. A., vol. 35, no. 5, 1941, p. 1641. v ,: 

2. Vedrinsksi., A. I,: Adhssive fr‘oin‘the Alg&e of the' Wh%te 
Sea. Chem. Zentr., no. II, 1939, p. 307. C. A,, 
vol. 35, no. 9, 1941, p. 3003. 

3. Stewart, C. W,: A New Adhesive for Paper Clay Coatings. . Pulp Paper Mag. Can., vol. 43; 1942, p. 333. c. A., 
vol. 36, no. 9, 1942, p. 2719. 
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of Vegetable Wastee. Chem. Zentr., no. I, 1941, p. 992. 
C. A., vol. 37, no. 2, 1943, p. 480... .'. 

- 5. Vorob'ev, V. A.: Plastic Mashes for Bituminous Roofing 
Material. Khim. Referat. Zhur., no; lO-.ll, 1940, P. 85. 
C. A., vol. 37, no. 4, 1943,, ~.~1025. : . . , I I I - 

6. Narayanamurt'i', D. , et. a1.a: &&dies 'on Adhe$ives.. Debra 
Dun, U. P.: Forest ,ReseUrlch Inst.' C-, A'., vol. 37.. 
no. 6 , 1943, p. 1530. . ,. . . r': ,' ' , 

. .I 
7. Rangel, J. L.: 

vol. 
Angico Gum. Rev. *,Quim..Ind, (Rio'de Janeiro.)', 

12, 1943, pp. 16-18, 128-130. 6. A., vol. 37, no. 20, 
1943, p. 6055. .' L ..'I 

Sulfite Waste Liquors hn the Adhesive's" "-"' * 
L- 

8. van Artus, F.: 
Industry. Gelatine, Leim, Klebstoffe, vol. .lO, '194‘2,'- 
PP. 97-99. C. A., vol. 37, 'no. '21, 1943, PP= 6370. ' 

i- _ : - 
9. Slotboom, H. W.: Asphalt Bitumen as an Adhesive. Chem. 

Weekblad, vol. 39, 1942, pp. 93-97. C. A., vol:.'-.38, ndifo; 
1944, p. 2410. . '-. - -: L -- r :- . . . .'. - - , - , 

- 
10. Beacher, C.: Adhesfves from Sulfite Waste Li,qu'dr". !..::'.'.:" "'-"-': .! 

Seffensieder-Ztg., vol. 69, 1942, PP. :924~,325.‘~ 6). -A.,’ . . 
. vol. 38, no. 12, 1944, p. 3045. 
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11. 'Beacher, C.: Adhesive Materials from Sulfite Waste Liquors. . 
Seifensieder-Ztg., vol. 69, 1942, pp. 385-356. , 
C. A,.,. vo&.,,38, no$...l4, 1944, p..3748:.*:.. '.: :.--.. ' . "r . . . 

.. .....: 

0 
' ; Vinyl. Re&$nq: ; ' . .- _ * 

1. Light, L.: Pol.ymeriaation of- Maleic Esters. Paint Manuf., 
vol. 10, 1940, p. 243. C. A., vo1./35, no. 3, 1941, ,; 
PO ,', 822 . ', lf t ' . 

’ . 

2. Paselli, P.: Polyv.fqyl Chloride.Pastei;. Materie' Plastica, 
vol. 7,'194?, pp. 87Y107. . C. A., voL,,35, no.! 21, 1941, 
P. 7577. 

‘. . 

3. Lombardo, G.: Some'.Rin$g Regarding vinyl Emulsions. 
Ni'trocellul.ose, vol. 13, 1942, P. lJ2.* C. A.,* vo1. 37t 
no. 19, 1943, p. 6802. 

. . 

., . 2'. Patents . 

a. Phenol.ic*Resin&. ' ! . 

l.Cresol - Formaldehyde. 
United States:. 2,232,718; .'2,271,744. c 

%.Phen.ql -: .Formald.ehyde ;. I * 
-:United States: ,2,&86,369: 2,218,373;"2,229,357; 

' 2,26?,390; $287,536; 2,.304,263; 2;309,610; 
2,314,076; 2,317,364; 2,319,142. , ,: 

* I 
British: 532,716; 540,404; '544,846. : I ' . .." . . . 
French: 842,208; 845,339. I . . - 1 
German: fZ99,605; 719,694; 725,499; 725,650*. *,; 

3. Resorcinol - Formaldehyde 
United States: 2,314,.996:' 

b. Organic NitroPen Resi.ns: 

1. Alkylplcyanamide * 
. Unite,d jtates:. 8,300,57~. . . . I 

2. Alkylolguanidfne 
United, .~t,a:tsg:+.~;2;298,,473. .rL 2. 

9 
.a 

. 'L 
). . 

. 

. 

*. 
. 2 + 

.. : , .c I 
a. . 

. 
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, * 
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3. Bisthioammeline polyalkylene ether 
United States: 2,325,105. 1. :. -. .: 

British: 546,373. 

4. Ethylene Imlne 
German: 729,248. . . 

5. Melamine - Aldehyde 
United States: 2,318,12I; 2,331,446." ' 
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British: 549,496. 

German: 721,240. 

6. Superpolyamides 
United States: 2,224,037; 2,281,415; 2,296,555. 

German: 721,187. 
. . 

7. Urea - Formaldehyde 
United States: 2,180,547; 2.190.239; 2,,192,585; 

2,193,630; 2,203,501; 2,223,536; 2,247,764; . - .. 
2.275.821; 2,283,740; 2,287,756; 2,290,946; 
2,303,982; 2,304,600; 2,306,057; 2,312,21Q; 
2.314.308; 2,315,776; 2,320,301. ' * 

British: 512,659; 516,915; 521,653;‘ 531,:356;. 536,493; 
545,409. . . .. ; . I, .I - _ . -. . _ .' 

Fr iii:i:! . . '851, 4104 ., ' -'.' :..I " 
r. ..I ,: .' 

I . . . .*. : ' ,. :. " - - '.. , ,.. ' i . 1, _ 1 - ..i'. , __. 
~ I ' 

German:' 
-..T. .-, . 

'681,324.;; 661,.37'2; ,,6.;6&';-' :r2~';.218~',7j:6,618. . I . . . . . ,t 
c. Alkyd Resin%: . . : J_r( * ., . I..:: :* 

United States: 2,194,013; 2,,202., 765;. 2, 215,.2.1.9.; '. 
2,224,035; 2,230,230; 2;252,39$'( '2,280,'256.;-2,%8,315. 

British: 544,057; 547,328. : 1 ..I ? :- 

d. Furane Resins: L : ; 
*. c -w-. : . ; 

._- -.-: ‘_ 
i.- .a-... . - 

1. Furfuryl Alcohol - Formaldehyde 
United States: 

,'..,' * . . . . 
2,306,924. 

. .L.,. .: 

2. Furfuryl,Silicate .,. . . :. ;.. -, '_ 
,',I :. ..'^ United statbs: - ..;i,36;,,8p. . .“i ,y . 

. ,(. , : .; ;:.;: .z 
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e. Polymerization Resins: 
. : !‘ * 

1. Acrylic Polymers . .:,: . 8. ' -. *- 
. 

a. Acrylic Acid Esters 
United States: 2,214,158; 2,221,367; 2,280,981. 

German: 575,327; 705,520. 

i - 

I 

b. Methacryllc Acid asters 
United States: 2;1?9.,597; 2,231,471; 2,268,611; 

2,280,981, 2,281,589. 

German: 697,083; 705,329. . . 

2. Ethylene Polymers 
United States: .2,219,684; 2,263,249. ' :- 
Brfti&h:"i44,359. 

I . 

. 

3. Styrene Polymers 
United States: 2,276,478. 

. 

Brlt'i sh.: +2i, 5.53. , 

' C&8;, !5&. German': . . 

* I 

' 4. Vinyl Acetal Polymhrs 
United..States: 2; 197,420; 2’; 200,969; 2; ?O& b20; 

2,213,751; 2,222,490; 2,227,983; 2,232,806; 
2,233,941; 2,240,027; 2,274,672; 2,279,146; 
2,279,901; 2,317,891; 2,327,652. :'a: 

British: 525,556. , , . ,y , . : , : 

Canadian: 397,250; 397,476. . . ..: .,, . * : 

German: , ( ,L ; I L .: 
690,332. . : . . ,=: : . .':. ;,-;. 'I,': ,,-: *. r,.y.. , .;, ; ,:., 

, ;1 . 
- . . z 

5. Vinyl Alcohol Polymers. '*. ' 
United States: 2,234,82?;’ 2,24.2,019: .- -'.' : .: : 3.'. 

. _: 
German: 704,462. ', .' , ., -. -. *. 

. * _ 
6. Vinyl Ester Polymers .-^ I- . . , *- -. . ; 1:. . .: 

United States: 2,168,22O;'Z;~~9;sd~; r?:‘zi.9 ;:43 3 ; 
2,259,490; 2,319,826; 2,322,048. c 

.\et- . 
. -, , : -. . - 
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Australian; 108,199. . .- i I.. -'- s 

British: 510,826; 511,996; ,512,4?8; 542,658; 542,964. 

German: 687,486;. 705;5.2.03 ;?31,932. 

7. Vinyl Ether Polymers 
United States: 2,3()0’;587.: '. " - - 

I h I . 
French: 849,442,;' : ;. .,' . , -',. '. 

German: 705,394. 
. L \ 

8. Vinyl Eialide Polymers 
United States: 2,261,313; 2,300,587. 

. . ' . 
French: '845,569. *, .. . .':.: 

. 
German:' 698,655; 713,'793.: : . :t' .:' : . . 

9. Vinyl Lactam Polymers 
United States:' . 2,.265,'450. '.: e "' : . . * .' ' I 

f. Cellulose Derivative&: . 

1. Cellulose Esters . . . ," L. -. . . < :.,.. .._ . 

United States: 2,176,837; 2,188,395; 2,214,286; 
2,223,575; 2,234,236; 2,258,991; 2,263;661;“ '. - 
2,281,483; 2,296,891; 2,324,097; 2,324,68O; 
2,325,700. .: ,.. *.. - . . - . . --- 

British: 514,172. 
: . . _* ,. c-' _ I.*. . 

. :' ., : ..L ,. *__ :' ..'. :": . .,. ; , . ...). : ;r'. British: : . . _* 
514,172. ,. c-' _ I.*. . 

-' .. : . _ '. *.**: . . ..#,. *__ :' , ..:,. * ;r'. 
Canadian: Canadian: 39;i;la5; .'4OO',~P5. 

German: German: 

Russian: 52,331. , . .i. . i',';;. :... -. . ; ' : .<: 

2. Cellulose Ethers . ,:r .; -. P, !. ,_ . . ; . r , b. ; : . . . 
United States: 2,171#140;' 2#21d,704i 2#2?4,,.523; 

29273,677; 2,285,178; 29319,834; 2,$25,'741; '.'.-""" 
2,330,313. 

.I f , -_ : .- :: . .- . '. : ,* 

British: 529,993 .-,,, ; ,- ,.,':,,:" '.;'&:J:' ; t-G :. *: A.. rt -.';r.- ',; -..- ; 
._ 

Canadian: 398,320; 400,643. I . . : ;. . .. .- ; i . -.1; ,." j #:.: . . --rc ; .: . .'.'r...' ( i r: ;.i . -. , . : ;5 ! I, ;, .i ;: 1 ,. '. 
:':- p .,. : . C' :.-' . . .': <II.. . r , fi:j :mr F. . , rj; =: , : ; .:.y .i r I' '_ : ( .: 

,7' -- -' 'J t- .; :. -7, -- . ., , 2 ; &'..I , r :- . . 
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.’ * 

' French: 841,836; 841,886. " 
', 

German: 716,221; 735,864. ' 
, 

' ' 

p. Carbohydrates (ExceDt Cellulose'Dekivatives) 

1. Dextrins . 
United States: 2,172,357; 2',174,541; 2,181,782> 

2,188,099; 2,190,372; 2‘204,384; 2,210,119; 
2,241,700; 2,287,599; 2,303,791: 2,304,730. 

2. Gums 
United States: 2,220,988; 2,319,102. 

3. Starchee 
United States1 2,194,216; 2,202,678; 2,21,2,557; 

2,215,847; 2,215,849; 2,221,484; 2,222,872; 
2,222,873; 2,222,874.; 2,.222,8.75; 2,238,767; 
2,258,741; 2,275,314; 2,282,364; 2,283,044; 
2,321,072. 

British: 511,026; -627,704;' 543,432i'543,433. 

Canadfan: 403,788. ' 

FrFnbhi" 85i,825; 862,826; 852,827. 

German: 719,568: " . ' * . . I 

h. Proteins: 

1. Anfmal Glue * -. : 

United Skates: 2,170,273;.2,176,038; 2,182,425; 
2,214,231; 2,,.226,553; 2,235,202; 2,246,405; 
2,265,144; 2;282';177; 2,308,18$: 2,320,087; 
2,323,831. : 

._ 
British: 505,868. . .' * . 

Canadia$.: ' 394,&6~;'413,9.95; : : ' . ..I. ; . ; . 
German: 700','759'. ' . ' 

2. Blood Albumin 
United States: 2,180,542; 2,307,198. ' 

,',I , . 
3. Casein 

United States 
2,197,168; 
2,332,519; 

: 2,180,542; 2,180,543; 2,182,357; 
2,300,907; 2,302,378; 2,330,428; 
2,334,270. 

- 

- 

.- 
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. . 
'Australian: 110,458. 

. . 
British: 531,084; 540,326; 

. . ... 
543,302; 543;325: 

, ; ,- 
4. Chitin - /.:..+ . ;, _ .* .:. . . . . 

Uni.ted States: 2.,.201,.762. , * 
. . 

German: ; 
71’fj,&8. , * : : . ,, . * "., ' . . L 

5. Seed Weal ' ' '. r t 
United States:' 2,i74,438; 2,233,213; 2,243,871; 

2,297,340; 2,3$2,056;:21332,801. 
. : '. 

6. Soybean 
United States: ,2,178,,56'61. 2;260,640; 2,271,620; 

i&27&,983; 2,284,700. 

Japanese: 134,071, 134,130. 

7. Zein 
United States: 2,229,028; 2,250,040. 

Canadian: 406,768. 

German: 716,340. 
i ^ ' 

I. Rubbers: 

1. Butadiene Polymers 
United States: 2,265,722; 2,273,880. . . 
Russian: 53,402. 

2. Chloroprene .:'. .t, . . . . ' 
United State'si 2,2i2,611;: 2,286,505; 2,30&352; - 

2,328,351. -:.. 
*. - :: 

3. Cyclized Rubber' * .I * _ , j '- :. :" . 
United States: 2,300,368. 

:. . ;. I. _ . ! - -: -. - 
, ' . . 1. ::. 

4. Halogenated Rubber * . . _.. 
United States:. 2,234,621; 2,259,190. - --' ~ _ 

; : . . .. . . 
British: 524, 970,~ L . ..:.l-.-r. . 

l _ .L-v --: 

5. Isobutylene Polymers - . ..- .' - 
United States: , 2,2.13,33'1; 2,226,58,9,;.1 2,3$9:,959, ,' 

: . 
;.: . 

French: 849,983. : '. 
. . 
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6. Natural Rubber . 
United States: 2,203,677; 2,209,451; 2,226,938; 

2,232,791; 2,240,862; 2,254,321; 2,256,194; 
2,257,083; 2,259,350; 2‘263,305; 2,269,660; . 
2,277,992; 2,278,355; 2,278,609; 2,279,llO; 
2,281,087; 2,284,947; 2,;397,83?; 2,295,866; 
2,297,871; 2,300,592; 2,304,678; 2,310,972; 
2,311,301; 2,318,126; 2,335,104.. 

m - 
British: 514,037; 517,816; 521,108; 521,401; 522,057; 

523,152; 531,203; 533,630; 542,331; .547,841; 551,398. 

Canadian: 391,000;, 393,229; 393,230; 400,442; 407,463; 
409,65L;' 415,026; 415,030. 

Dutch: 49,687. 

French: 844,367. 

Russian: 54,276: 57,435. 

Swiss: 213,019. 

7. Phenol - Formaldehyde Modified Rubber 
United States: 2,314,997; 2,343,551. . 

British: 530,697; 544,944. 

Canadian: 415,029. 

8. Neoprene 
United States: 2,196,602; 2,226,541r,,2,313,039, 

Rubber Hydrochloride 
I . ., ... 

9. 
United States: 2,174,673; 2,218,617;,2,320,;716. 

10. Sulfide Polymers 
United States: 2,206,643; 2,252,366: " r . 

German: 707,438; 709,691. 

j . Miscellaneous Natural Oraani'c Products: 

1. Asphalt * : 
United States: 2,175,767; 2,280,653;*.2,283,937; ' 

2,286,244; 2,290,833; 2,322,886. . 
. 1 

British: 533,927. 

Canadian:. .405#,350.; .I: 
. . 
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. 2. Bitumins 
United States: 2,280,699. : 

. British: 519,119; 519,463; 538,105. 
. 

Frenckr * '847,743;' 647,829; 850,940. 

3. Fatty 4;'s 3TLts 
Unitsd ZtaCer;: 2,284,570. , 

Canadian: 415,383. .! - : 

German: 694,158. . ,. 
Japanese: 128,323; 129;852. *. : 

71 
- 

I- . . 

. . 
1 ; -; ._ 

: 

- 

4. Lecithin , . . . . . 
Eritish: 525,250. -: 

: ,; . : . . 
5. Pitches 

Unites States: 2,2&,$8d; 2,218,335;.2,2SS,293. 

British: $33,546.., . 

German: . .“S,, 874. ~ ;r, - ,I -.? :...: -I.-, _ . 
- Rus&ap:- . . 6f4L,5?-.-~ ;...: p s.,l.&., , . -- 

. - 
6. Rosin Esters . . - . - 

United States: 2;17g,.3.3$;i 2;223,086; 2,28544i6; , - 1 
2,307,801; 2,.319,271., . .,- .- r :' ;;. .;-: ._ 

German: 710,324. .- . . . . . ,; .,. ,! i - .-- ._ - 
Russian: 55,670. . . ., I . ,j *,, . . . ;' ! -'. f.; ..' rri,-m , . ,, Y..'. L. 

7. Wood:Wsste Derivatives 
United States: 2,294,i566j 2 ,3 18 , 8 8 3 : .' - :: -, : 1 . - ‘, <.T . = I ' : ,, , - ": :'. . :. 

8. Waxe 8 
German: 702,740; 704,088; 704,754':. :. .:'-.i ::I :... -,- ,,-- *-; 

. 
Russian: 52,-g'76.. I. 1 j. '*T-t 1:: c.. -- . -_ \ ..'.Y , . .;- ., :- : -r-f-: L ; .. ; ii . - . . . ., A . 
Swiss: 209,644f *. :bLzIA- :q.::-1: ..- ...+.i,;. ..- CI -, ,, ., - 'I'l‘*, :: , ;1 

. ',, ,. y '! . . . :. . -. - _ >I.'. .: ? :: <:r. - .:' p ;7 j *. -' - ; , . ,.' *.. , CI . i ,; _ .,' 
. ! !: ..I,: .: '. -I' :: 

. . ,. - J . . ,., 2 . . ,a ':r . - '. SI.. 2; 2 -y :,l, y-..Y.t 3 1-I ? ,!T.,,y .& :; ,, ,. .;\ . -- --- 
: : - ,. . '; ,: F .;.t ,'. :. . . -_ 1 . .;fi;! ; ':d,m-tq f?? - 3 ;i 7 1% ; , - -q ?. t; tl - ;; I _: e .;--.. I- . 
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k. Inorganic Substances: 

1. Boron Compounds 
United States: 2,219,,58,3; 2,223,349; 2,231,718. 

Canadian: 390,041. 

2. Phosphorus Compounds -- 
British: 521,694. I . 

3. Silicon Compounds 
United States: 2,215,048; 2;239,358; 2,261,784; 

2,278,345; 2,285,053; 2,287,$10. 

Belgian: 440;870. 

British: 526,462; 529,593; 542,655; 552,143. 

German: 688,575; 698,389; 701,503. 

3. Aircraft Manufacturers' Reports 

a. Allied Aviation Corp.. Cockeysville. Md. 

1. Tests on Thermosetting Adhesives for Rubber Bag Cooking. 

2. Test Program for'Durez Resin 11814. 

3. Shear Bl,o.ck Tests - Cascophen Resins. 

4. Tests of Cast Durez Resin. 

- 

. 

5. Tests for Special Assembly Using Cold Setting Durez 11814. 

6. Shear Block Tests Using Cold Setting DuPont Adhesive 
54600 X 5100. 

. ,.L 
7. Test on Melmac 401. 

8. Shear Block Tests,on,8 Miscellaneous Adhesives. 

9. Shear Block Tests on Durez 11814 wi$h Catalyst 7422. 
I 

10. Comparison of Various Percentages of MO. 7422 Acce,lerator- 
Durez 12041. 

c 
11. Shear Block Tests Using Durez Resin 12041.. 

12. Reports and Graphs on Miscellaneous and Sundry Tests. 
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b. Beech Aircraft Corp.. Wichita 1. Kansas: 

1. Re,sin Glue Specifioation for Wood Gluing. . , '. I- . 
. 

2. Cementing Similar and Dissimilar Materials - Sealers, _. ..Npn-Skid,Walkway. and Floor Material. . _- ..:. 

c:B.eeina Airplane Co.. Wichita.-Kansas: . . _ -,: . . .: "' I 

1. A Comparison-of-Commercial Rybber Cements for Bondtnng.. 
Insulation totWood or Metal. Rep. No. 841. - 

2. Tests on Cascamite Cold-Setting Resin Glue, Rep. No..6341. 

3. Gluing to a Glue-Coated Surface - Casein Glue. Rep. No. 
6354. 

4. Hot Press Gluing of Laminated Spars, Scarf Joints and Ribs. 
,Pla,qkon 250~2. Rep. No. 6372.. I 

5. Tests on One-Tenth Inch Laminated Fir Spar Stock. Rep. 
No. 6375. 

6. Fatigue'Tests on Wood and Glued Wood Assemblies. Rep. No. 
WD-10464. 

: + -’ - 
.s 

7. Specification'for'Hot Press Giuing Spars. Rep. No. WD-11051. 

9. Specifibation-for *Gluing Paper Base Phenoi'ic Plastic. 
Rep. No. WD-11102. . _ I ! ,L' 

,lO. Ce,ment for Bonding 1:n.s.ulation Mater,ial. to Metal. Rep. No.. . .- - 
WD-11104. 

. .'I 
11. Amberlits PR-753; Low Temperature P'henol-Formaldehyde Glue. 

Rep. No. WD-11106, 
..' . 8'. 

'12."Teohnical Infor'mation on Adhesives. Rep. No. 
. ._A^ I -7. 

D-3'790: - 
. . ..h . ._ .I ..._. ."?*A .: 

13. Bbei'Ag Proc'ess Specification for Ganeralil&pl'ieation of 
. 

-- 

.(!_ement.a.and-Glues. .Rep. No.. BAG 5P,l.@. .: .' I . .-r.-: . ? __ . - -- '. . . . . :. .- . .- * w 
14. Boeing Process Specification for Joining and Insulating 

Air Ducts. _.:, . Rep. No. sqc 54O3..--..:';j.;- -.:G- i: :/::,--rEZ..-z .:-* . 1 
7 ly. i' ;: f c _ _ "i7,. ._ .- - LT 

15. Boeing Process Specification for the Handling and Cementing 
. :t,:.;r of Methyl MethacrylatgiPnclqsurgs:with Synt;het$c SubberT 

Moulitings. Rep. No.~~~C.~5$&~0,, :: _ __ .I ;%;I -r,;-:~ 
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16, Design Manual, Sec. 12.11. Rep. No. D-5000. 

17. Miscellaneous Tests on Synthetic Resin Adhesives, Rep. 
No. T-24549. 

d. Bell Airoraft Car-o.. 2050 H.lmwood Ave., Buffalo 7. N.Y.: 

1. Cycle-Welding 24S-T Alclad to Birch, Rep. No. BTR 43-86. 

e. Chance Bought A$yoraft, Stratford3 OOnn, 
(Division of United Aircraft Corp.) 

1. Rubber Cements - Commercial and Synthetic Bonding Neoprene 
Sheeting to Aluminum Alloys. Rep. No. 38. 

2. Cements - Rubber or Neoprene to Metal (Gasoline and Oil 
Resistant). Specification No. 99. 

3. Wood Gluing; Cold Setting Urea. Specification No. 110. 

4. General Purpose Cement. Speoifioation No. 111. 

5. Application of Fabric to Metal or Plywood Surfaces. 
Specification No. 113. 

6. Attachment of Walkways. Specification No. 114. 

f. Consolidated Vultee Airaraft Corp.. San Diego 12, Oalif.: * 

1. Development and Use of Metlbond. Rep. No. ZM-223. 

p. Curtis+Wright Corp.. Louisville, KK. 

1. Material Substitution at Curtiss-Wright. Rep. No. GI-104-D2. 

2. Preparation and Application of "Weldwood" Plastic Glue. 
Rep. No. L3-12-1 

3. Cementing Procedure - Antenna Reflectors. Rep. No. L-3-12-2. 

4. Accelerated Gluing of Scarf Inlays. Rep. No. L-3-12-3. 

5. Cementing Flap Seals (CE 10003) to Flap Closures. Rep. No. 
L-3-12-4. 

6. Cementing of Gap Closures on G-76 Airplanes. Rep. No. 
L-3-12-5. 

7. Shop Procedure for the Use of Infr.a Red Heat Lamps in Curing 
Glue Bonds. Rep. No. L-3-12-6. 
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L' '. . . . ::- .I,. - I . 0' i ,s .,I. . ..I c . . . . . !,:' : - 

8. Haskelit:e.Moulde~ Par;t Using ,Dry-Film Glue. 
L-43-6: '._e . ,, -I.<; 'i ,"'y ;;.t‘t . 

Rep. No. -. 

- . .1. .'I- : 
9. Acceberated.Guring of Plaskon 250-i 'Gl'ue. . . . . Rep. NO. L-43-14.. . 

. -5 'r 

10. Glue Bonds Floor and Side of Ship No. 7. Rep. No. L-43-25. #........ . . , ,. 
11 : Comparison of Elastic Cemen,ts. Rep. No. L-43-35. 

a -. .: 
12. U.S. Rubber Co., No. 355 Cement. 'Rep. No. L-43-36. 

, ;. i. - ; 

13. Cold Setting Nat'ional Liquid Resin Glue. Rep. N.o. L-43-61. - I. . - ,.. 
14. Bakel'ite Ur'e'a Resin with Catalyst. ' Rep. No., L-43-64. 

16. Investigation 0.f Lauxite 77-X. Rep. No. L-43-69. 

16. Plaskon Resin Glue 201 and 250-2. Rep. No. L-43-75. . i: .,. 
17. Cascamite Urea Resin Glues. Rep. No. L-43-71. '- . 6 , 
18. M and MT Miracle Adhesives. *Rep. No. La43-77. 

19. Fairpreen Caulking Compound and Cement. Rep. No. L-43-81. . ‘C .,' * . 
20. Uformite Resin Adhesives GS-651 and 552. ,Rap. No. L-43-82. 

21. Le Pages Panite Plastic Resin G1ue;'iRe.p. No. L-43-84. , .- 
22. Perkins Resin Glue. Rep. NO. L-43-8.7. ~ . . 
23:' Glue Film Thickness on pH. *Rep. No. D-43-88: 

..,:. . . . 
24, Ufqrmite Resin,Glue No. 500. Rep. No. L-43-90. . * . 
25. Uformite Resin Glue No. 430. Rep. No. 'L-.43-92, :;... . :. 
. '\ . _ '. . .I 
26. Hot 'Press .castiarnite .66 wi't*h‘CatlystlH-19.i .,.Rep?,-Nq;- LT+3-96. . : 
27. Hot Press Uformit'e $00 with CatIyst 'Y. Rep~:.Ng:rlL143-~2:,, 

-7-.;..r., . 
28. Effect of Drying Time on $'H of,Glue Film. Rep'.'&: -L-43-100. 

i- ,I. i,. i . '--.? 
29. Riveted Panel'Reinfdroed with Th'ermoset Adh&siv*e~. -Ri$ 

~. _. e- 
. No‘; - 

~~-$?~,~.g&.. 
-. I .L .z. -. : '. .:', 30. Plas_t:i,_cp, in: the* P-40 Box. Rep. No. 

P'C-227-D1'a 
- -i. *- ---___ _. 

31. C-46 Floor Door. Rep. No. PE-127~Dl. ' 
. :‘,.I.. I l . -.- ,. * L.. .- T 
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. . . . * .a '5 . L I " 

32. C-46 Pedestal Control Knobs. Rep. No. PE-217-Dl. 
,' .: , 

33. An ipproximate Ilast;; Solution for the Jointing of TWO 
Similar, Plates.by Adhesion. -Repti No..RP3-Sl. 

34. Tests of C-76 Yellow Poplar.Plywood. Rep; No. SH-lQ6-Sld 

35. Tests of C--76 Yellow Poplar Plywood. Rep. No. SK-106-S2: 

36. The Small Bending-Theory for Flat Laminated Plates. Rep. 
No. 55-13. 

37. Static Test of a Plywood Floor Panel. Rep. N,o. 5S-14. 

38. Results Obtained in the Gluing of COmpreg. Rep. No. 5S-15. 
. 

39. Acidity of Cold-Setting Urea Resin Adhesives. Rep. No. 
5S-16. . : , 

40. Solubility of Resin Adhesives. Rep. No. 55-17. 
I 

41 .' "Free" Water in Urea Resin Adhesives.' Rep. No. 5S-18. 

42..' Gluing Resin 'Sealer Coated Wood. * Rep. NO. 5S-19. 

43. Progress Report: .dn the Bonding of-Aluminum Alloy. Rep: 
No. 5S-20. 

. 

44. Alkaline Contamination of'Resin Glues. Rep. No. 5S-21. 

45. Control of Wood Aircraft Manufacture and Inspection. 
Rep. No. 53-23, 

46. Properties of..drtificial Resin Adhesives. Rep. NO. 5s~26. 

47..Effect of Catalyst Proportion upon the Acidity-. . Rep. No, 
55-28. 

48. The Veneer Orientation for Plywood Plates. Rep. No. 58-57. 

49. A Breliminary Investigation of Lignin and Its Derivative 
Products. Rep. No. WA-13%Sl. 

50. The Effect of the Bag Molding Process upon the Strength of 
Low Density Plywood. Rep. .No. WB-171-Ml. 

51. Cold Setting Phenolic Adhesives'. Rep. No. WE-ll-MS. 

. 
.- 

. 

- 

. 

c 

52. Fatigue of Resin Bonded Wood Joint-s, Rep. WE-ll-MlO. 
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53. Te*st of Resinox No. 840 (A Me~amine:Re.sin Film Adhesive) 
1 $ep- No. WFl~ll-S~l* : 

54. Test of Resinox No. . 841 (A Melamfns Resin Film Adhesive) 
Rep. No. WE-11-s-2. . .- 

55. Test of Penacolite, A Cold Setting'Resorcind.1 Adhesive. ' 
Rep. No. WE-ll-s4. 

56. Properties of Urea Resin Adhe'sives. Reh. No. wa-ll&5. -m---. 
57. Properties of Artificial Resin Adhesives. Rep. No. . . 

WR-11-S-6. 

58. Test of Du Pant Adhesive ucd 4624. Bepi No. WE-11-S-7. 

59. Test of Bakelite XCu - 16257'(Hardener XK 16229). A Craze 
Resistant Urea Resin Adhesive. Rep. No. WE-11-S-8. 

60. Setting Rates of Urea Resin'Glues. Rep. NO. WE-15-Sl. 

61.' - Low T'emperature Phenol PormaIdehyde-Adhesives. Rep-. No. 
W&16-S1, .- 

. .' _. . . - 
62. Evaluation of Moderate and Low Tempbr'ature adhesivesi Du 

Pont 4631-J-85-0025 and Bostik T-46-M (A-300). Rep. 
No. ‘Jf-J3-18J4fje :, . . : -* - i’: f 

63. Test of Resinox No. 410, Wood to Metal Adhesive. Rep .-.: Nd. 
WE-18-Sl. 

64. Test of Resimul No. 697, Wood to Metal Adhesive. 
WE-18-S2. ': *,.%:. . ,- :.- .: F Rep-, No-- :. ._- . I 

65. Bonding of Metal to Wood or Plast%cs wtth Bostik Ad'hb'sives. 
Rep. No. WE-18-S3. . * :., * . . . 1 : - ., -! '.. I 

-~ 66. C-76 Stringer Splice Fitting Bonded wtth Wood kc iiet'ai 
Adhesive. Rep. No. WE-18-84; ..* .:.; ., '.; -,, \ , .- 

'.Y 

67. Tests of du Pont J-4600-X-.55879...Wood' to. Metal' Adhe'bsvv'.'! -. 
Rep. No. WE-18-S5. 

.I.!.'. - ,.:- : I I ;-.I- T. i- -; -- -_ 
i 68. Effect of Glue'Layer Thickness on Strength of Bonded ycod 

Joint. Reap'.. Nb;: .'m-L7O-M2:.- . . -. . . - ; -: -:: -.: , - . . 

69. Effect of Low. Tb'm$etia%ures upbn 'the-'Strength 'of Pky;iuco% .' 
and Laminates. Rep. No. WE-189-Ml. 
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70. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

6. 

6. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The Effect bf S&d3ngmBi:r,bh and Ma$lsL'Surfaces upon'the m'*" 
Strength of the Glue Joint. Re.p .1.' X.0 ; WE-185-Sl. . 

h. Kellett Aircraft Cbxp.;< UDppe$ Darb?;. Pa& m .A 
Tests of U.S. Rubber Adhesives and Filler iaterial. Rep. 

No. 1680.2. b ! . 

I. Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Burbank, Cal.: 

Tentative Standard Methods of Testing Adhesives. 
Designation.ADS-1. 

j. Republic Aviation Corp., Farmingdale, Long Island, N.Y.: 
'.. , . 

Cements for Aircraft Materials,. Rep. No..ERT 452. 
. 

4. Adhesives Manufacturers' Literature 

a. Amerfcan C,yanamid Co., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York,N.Y.: 

The Use of Urao 100 with Catalyst 57 Cold Set'ting'Urea- 
Formaldehyde SynfI-+etic..R,e?in @lue. . - ..- = - . . I - 

Urac 101 Cold S;c$iig Ur'e~~~'~~~al~~h'yde Synthetic Resin Glue. 
c 

Melurac 300. I . . 
. * 

Melmac Adhesive 400. 
. '. 

The Beetle Cements A and AF. 

Laminac Resin P-4122. 

b. Bakelite Corporation, 30 East 42d St., New York 17, N.Y.: 

PowderAd Phenol Resin Glue BC-16168. 
w 

. 
.- .- 

Powdered Phenol., Resin Glue BC-165;s. 

Bakelite Cold Press Wood Bonding. 
.- _ . 

/-: - 
Warm-Setting Phenolic Resin Glue- BC-17540. ' 

6. Cold-Setting Phenolic Resin Glue XC-17613. 
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c. B.B. Chemical Co;., 784.Me.mori,al Drive, Cambridge 39,Mass.: 
-- : . 

1. Physical Tests on Aluminum to Aiumi'num Bonds.' 
. 

d. Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation , 30 East:42d St., 
New York 17, N.Y.: .' :. . . 

1. Vinylite Polyvinyl Acetate Resins,.. . 

2. "Vinylseal '1 Adhesives T 24-9 and MA 28-18. 

0. Casein Company of America, 350 Madison, Avenue, 
New York 17, N.Y.: 

. . 
1. Wood and Glue at War. 

2. The Story of Casc'amite, America's New Plastic Glue. 

3. Glued Prefabricated .Houses. 

4. Casco,Gluing Guide. 

5. The Casco Trouble Shooter for Joint Gluing. 

s 6. The Use of Glue in Building Construction and Remodeling. 

7. Glue Racommendatlons for U.S. Government Specifications. I 
8. Comparison Chart for Casco Glues. 

9. Wood Glues for Aircraft Manufacture. 
' 

lO.'Time- and Temperagure Factors (for Use of Casein, Urea- . 
Resin or Phenol-Resin Glue) .- 

.' .- 

11. Bulletin No. SR-1. GascoLa Water Resistant' Case SealiGg' 
Glues for Sealing Flaps,of.V Boxes. .. 

. 
12: Bulletin No..-3. ' The Gluing of Compregnated Wood. 

13. Bulletin' No,. 4. Coloring Urea-Resin Glue Solu%i,ons. .._, -- 
: 

14. Bulletin No. CN-5a. A Shlpping Room Glue o'f Wide Uti1.i.tY 
. (Cascotin CN-5) . , 

15. Bulletin No. 6. Glue.Recommendations for "Fluid Pressure" 
s or Bag-Gluing Techniques. .I . 
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16. Bulletin No. 7. the Gluing .of Woqd with High Frequency 
Blectrostatic Heating Equipment. 

17. Bulletin No. 8. Resin Glues and Workers Health. 

18. Bulletin No. 9. Crass-Proofing of Urea Resin Glues. 

19. Bulletin No. 10. Sprajring,,S.~rnt~etic Rasin.and Caeein Glues. 

20. Bulletin No. 11. A Cold:Softing: 3ement for Bonding Metal 
to good nnd Other Dissimilar Materials (Casco Flexible 
Cement RT-492) 

21. Bulletin Ho, 12. A Durable Flexible Cement of Wide Appli- 
cation (Caeco Flexible Cement W-475) 

22. Bulletin No. 13. Edge Gluing wi;h Urea Resin Glue in the 
Rotary Glaap. 

23. Bulletin No. 14. Cleaning Glue flo-uipment. ' 

24. Bulletin No. 15. T!xi~:~ing Intermediate - Temperature - 
Setting Phenol Baaln Glues. 

25. Bulletin No. 16. Edge Gluing, Joint Gluing, Laminating 
with Casein Glue, 

26. Bulletin No. 17. Cascamite 66-Cold Press with Plour 
Extender. 

27. Bulletin No. 18. Casco-Resin 5 (Liquid)-Cold Press with 
Flour Extender. 

28. Bulletin No, 19. The "Waster Mixv Method of Using Urea 
Resin Glues. 

29. Bulletin No. 20. A New, Room-Temperature-Setting Resin 
Glue Producing Durable, Boilproof Wood Joints. 

30. Directions for Using Casco Resin for Hot-Press Gluing. 

31. Casco Resin (Liquid) (Use with Catalyst H-19) 

32. Cascamite TS - Cascamite 116-75. 

33. Cascamite BG-2 (Use with Catalyst H-21) 

34. Cascamite LA-27. 



. . ., . 
35. Cascamite 66 (Use with CataPyst. H-16): ~ 

36. Cold Setting Urea-Resin Glue. 

37. 

38. 

39. 
- --,icj. 

41. 

42. 

1. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

1. 

. 2. 

. . . .- .d ._. - c :* 
Cascophen LT-67 (Liquid Phenol-Formaldehyde R'esin Glue). 

-. 
Casoophen W-110. 

:.., -. 

Gascophen P-48. 
'1. _a . . ..--..- .- - _. 

Cascophen 86-17 (Use with 'Catalyst H-23). 
- r ;.- *-;:I . 

Compregnite. , . .-. 
Cascophen BG-P15 (COntfiining CatalYSt). 

,- , 

f. Cordo Chemical Corporation, 34 Smith St., Norwalk.. conn,l-- 

Cordo-Bond Adhesives. Catalog No. 1, July 1844. 

g. Chrysler Corporation, Detroit 31,:Mich.t 

Efficiency of Lap Joints. 
._ 

Moigture and Hu&idbty Resistance o.f the..Cycle-Bond PrOCeSs. -- 

Cycle-Bond (Preliminary Rep.ort.1. L. 1. 
I : r : . 

CB-2 Plywood'Shear'immersion Teats. -., . : ., * 
Cycle-Weld -CR-4 Process VS C-3~.C'eim$nt. \'-A-, 7 1 '. ~ . - : 
High and Low Temperature Shear. 'Poets on Cyd~e-We~dad'~ihla'~~ 

..- 

and Dow Metal Sheet:' - ,,;: ,,.L ..-i. / 
.; ” 

Cycle YeI+?+. .Ch.ar;t,:: .rI .- ..:_-, - . . ., > I-. -- --- .:<-- 1. 
., i'. '. 1 . .- . ._, .' , 

cycle'.'W,ei.a~,'-S;~~d.in9, of'lc'cd .t o M&i . 
.*:.;. .: . *: :f . . 

_. 
. ~ . . * ..f.“ >,.I,. .i--- . - 

i" * :-- .. . * 
h. E. L, Du.,Pont-de~:Nem&rs and Cdmpany, Pariin;:'N:"Jy: . '. ,b -. 

Plastacele Handbook - Cellulose Acetate Plastic Sheets. 

Lucite Manual - Methyl Methacrylate Resin. 
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3. 4624 Thermosetting Adhssive. . : -.* Is. e . 
4. 4644 Thermoplastic Adhesive. . . . . 

' 5. 5458 Adhesive. -- 
-:. .m j. * * * . 

6. 4646 Modified Thermoplastic Adhesive (Restr,icted).. . -. 

7. 4653 LOW Temperature Bonding Adhesive (Restricted). 
- 

I. Dureq Plastics and Chemicals, Inc., North Tonawanda,N.Y.: 1: : . . 
(Technical Bulletins) 

1. Instructions for 192 Durez Resin for Bonding Douglas Fir. 

2. Durez 194 Hot Press Resin Adhesive 

3. Durez 194 Resin Adhesive for Bag Molding. 

4. Durez Low Tempe.rature Resin Adhe.sive (12041 with Catalyst 
7422) 

5. Durez Low Temperature Alkaline Resin Adhesive (Tentative 
Instructions for the Use of 12633 with 12534B) - 

. 
6. Durez 12688 - 12689 Room Temperature Re*sin Adhesive 

(Tentative Instructions;) .; . . I 1. -- . 

j. Durito Plastics. Prankford Gtation P.O., Philadelphia 
24, Pa.: - -- 

1. Special Data No. 1060, Durite S-2986, Heat-Setting Laminat- 
ing Bond, April 22, 1944. 

2. Special Data No. 1061, Durite S-2983, Water Soluble Heat- 
Setting Resin, April 22, 1944. 

3. Special Data No; 1064, Durite S-1643, Fabric ImPregnant 
for Molded Shapes, May 1, 1944. 

4. Special Data No. 1070 (Superseding Data No. 1042), Durite 
s-3026 Adhesive for Wood, etc., Setting to Room Temper-. 
ature (Superseding Durite S-2682), July 14, 1944. . 

6. Speciai'fjata No. lO;l, 
: .~ - 

June 7, 1944. 
Heat Setting Adhesive for plywood, 

l 

.: 
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6. Special Data'No. 1072, Durite S-2987, Boil-Proof and Light- -- 
Stable Thermosetting Resin for Treating and Lamtnating 

' Fdbric; Paper-i-B%c::,qJdae $3.. 1944.-i*'" ..I . . 
. ' 1 '.', _ 3. * -1 ir - . . ; - ; i-r., l ‘:.* . _-Al--.? .- 

7. Special Data No. 1073, Durite S-2988, Boil-Proof Thermo- 
setting Kesi~'fo~~T~eatin$.and Laminating Fabric; Paper, 
etc., June gs lg&<' 't : - -: . 

. ..- ..-.- _ ..,. ..r 

8. Special Data No: >076.!(:Superseding Data Nos. 1068 and"105S), 
Durite S-3024, Heat-Setting Cement for Bonding -Metais, 
Vitreous Substances, Thermopl~astic's,"Polyvinyl Chloride, 
Butadiene Acrylonitrile Rubbers,' etc., .June 29,'1944. 

9. Data No. 4 Adhes'ives of S-2979 Sories',jQune- ~23;:‘1&&tY ' ' . c . . . 
k. Monsanto Chemical Co.. Plastics Dl V 

, 2,**Mase.: 
. - - . . . . , . '. * - . c *I. -. ." > 

', ;: * * . 3 .* .i 

1. Cementing Technics. . . . .._. . . ;.., rii'. - - . ---.A"-'- * 
1. Miracle Adhesives Corp.. 261 Fabyan Place, Newark 8. N:J-.: -, . .:.. i . 

1. General Directions for Miracle Adhesives - Type9 H - M - MT. 
(Specification M&200) . - :'.. 

2. Directions for Installing Safety Treads (Specification M-202) 
., , ._ 

3. Recommended Spraying Equipment for Miracle Adhesive.,," 
. i 

Type P. 
. 6:' (Specifi 

Directions fo? Spraying.Miracie Ahhesive, Type-P. 
cation M-203) 

4. Directions for Applying Miracle 'Adhesive, Type P, wit'< a' "' 
Brush (Specification. 203-A) 

3. Directions for Installing-Asbestos Fabric, Asbestos'Listing, 
etc. (Specification M-203.). . 

6. Directions for Instcll'ing'~a%vas 'CSpecification M-205?" sr 

7. Directions for Installing Cork and Heavy Density Fibreg1as.s 
Insulation (Specificrati~'M-Z;O:6) 

'. ' 

I 
8. Directions for Installing Light Density Fibreglass and Batt 

Type Insulation (Specification M-207) 

* 9. Directions for Installing Linotile (Specification M-208) 

10. Directions for Installing Linoleum (Specification M-209) 
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Il. Directions for Instaflin~'~all Fixturhs'.(Specification 
M-210) 

I 

- 
12. A Leveling Plastic for Use under.R-Mir-Dek, Tile, Linoleum, - 

Linotile, etc. (SpecificatiotikM-212) 

13. Directions for Installing Cork, Insulation Board, Asbestos 
Board.and Rard Board (Specification M-220) 

14. Directions for Instaliing'Glass Blocks (Specification.M-221) 

15. Directions for Installing Acoustical Board, Insulation 
Board, etc., to Ceilings .(Spepification M-222) 

. '. 
16. Dire,ctions forInstalling Rubber with Miracle Adhesive, 

Type R (Specification, H-250) 

17. Directions for Installing Light Fabrics, Asbestos, Paper, 
etc., with Miracle Adhesive, Type R (Specification M-261;) 

.- 
I. . 

m. Pennsylvania C&l Pr,oducts Com-oans.'Petrolia. Pa.: 

1. Instruction Sheet, Penac'olite G-1124. . * 

, -2. Jnstructioq Sheet, Penacolite G-1131. . 
? ,:; ., * 

n. Perkins Glue Company, 
. . 

Lansd ale, Pa.: 
' L 7%:' , 

1. Perkins 'Resin Glues, Handbook, *Fourth'Edition. 

2. Directions for Using Perkins Aircraft Casein Veneer Glue. 

3. Perkins Urea-Formaldehyde and Melamine-Urea Resin Glues. 
, .: General.Instrqc~ions. ‘ * 

f:: 
Oold Pressing Technique . ' 
Rot Plate Pressing Technique . . I 

4. Perkins L-100 with Boil-Proofing Catalyst (for Vacuum Rig- 
Autoclave Application) .."'t,-is (* , . r .- I .a 

5. Perkins D-111 with Boil-Proofing,Catalyst (for Vacuum Bag- 
Autoclave Applic,at.ion), . . : *. . ..I. .\ :* ._. . 

6. Perkins,Melamine-Urea Resin M,411 (Instructions for Vacuum 
Bag-Autoclave Appli&abiong, !*:1-; ‘. y ‘- ’ * ,’ 

m 
.’ ‘, .;,f,:. .? . ;z. ,: 
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7. Perkins Liquid Urea-Formaldehyde Resin -L-100. 
a;' Cold'p$ess~ng . '. . .-: -, 
b. Hot Plate Pressing 

. 
8. Perkins LLlOO with Addition of Boil-Proofing Catalyst. 

(Hot Plate Pressing) 

9. Perkins Powdered Urea-Formaldehyde'ReLin D-111. . 

b&: 
Cold Pressing 
Hot Plate Pressing - 

10. P&rkins Powdered Melamine-Urea Resin M-411. . 

2 
Cold Pressing, but Kiln Cure . 
Hot Plate Pressing 

..- 

11. Perkins DC-246, Instructions for Mfxing and Application. 

o. Plaskon Division. Libby - Owens - Ford Glass Co., 
- 2112-24 Sylvan Avenue, Toledo 6, Ohio: 

1. Plaskon Series 900 Laminating Resins, 
. . 

2. Plaskon Cold Setting Resln Glue, Type 201.. 

3. Plask'on Cold Setting Resi’ti "Glue, Instructfon Manual for' 
Ready-Mixed, Type 250-2. 

4. Plaskon Hot SettingsResin +Glu'e!, Tj;p;e~lO'?. -. ; .I -- 

5. Plaskon Resfn Glue,. Instru!ct;c&r Manhal. for Type- 700-,2 . - l ' 
Hot Setting Adhe'sive. b: -'.*" e _ . *: - _- 

.: . :' __ ~ 1_ - . . , .:-. 
p . Plastics Industries Technical Institute, 

186 South Alvaradd:St., 'Los Angeles 4, Calif.: * 

1. Instructtons for Use of Cold Set Resin X Adhesfve. " . . 

cl* Resinous Products and Chemical Co., Washington Square, 
Philadelphia 5. ,Pa.: ' 

> 

1. Resin Ad'hesavcs for"Plyw'ood, 
.,(7th .ed,.),' Oct. 1942. 

Tsgo; Amberiite, and‘Uformite- 
- - - . . . 

2. Bulle'ti'n. No, 2. Uformite CB-551 Cold Rbnding.StudJ.es. 
April 1943, . _ -. 

, 3. Bulletin No. 3. Amberlite PR-14 Hot Pressing Studies, 
May 1943. 
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4. Bulletin No. 4. PpI'exf,ble '3,ti.g -Moldili’g ,.of+ Curved Plywoo,$, ,, 
May 1943. . I : " e. * 

5. Bulletin No. 5. Government Specifications for Plywood . 
and Adhesives. Seifi 1943; 

6. Bulletin No. 6. Edge Gluing and Taping of Plywood Veneer. .- 
Feb. 1944. .; :. 

7. Amberlite PR-75-B with Catalyst P-79. 

8. The Uformites, Cold Bonddn,g.Re.sin Adhesfves. I. I. . 

9. Uformite CB-551 and Uformite CB-552, Cold' Setting Resin 
Adhesives. 

10. Catalyst Q-107 with Uformfte 430 and Uformite 500. ' -.' 
’ . 

11. Redux, for Bonding Metal to Metal. , ’ 

12. Redux, for Bonding Metal to Metal an'd Metal to Wood. 

13. Tego Tape, for Repairing Plywoad veneers. 

14. Material 1142. 

15. Eldge Gluing of Lumber Cores with Uformite 500 and'catalyst 
Q-87. - 

. . 
r. Swift'and'Ge.;.4115 PaCkerasAve., Chicago 9, Ill.: 

-. 

* 

c 

.- 

1. Waterproof Adhesives Manufactured by Swift and Company 
I.specJally foi*Manufacturing, Se.aling, and Labeling 

'Containers 'for the Army, Navy, and Lend Lease. 

a. United States Stoneware Co.: 

1. Rea'nite Cements. 

- , 

5. United States Government Report.s 

a. National Advisors Committee for Aeronautics.: - 

1. von Hippel, Arthur R., and Dietz, A. G. H.:' Curing of - ' 
Resin-Wood Combinations by High-Frequency Heating. 
NACA TN No. 874, 1942.. . 



l 
2. Turner, P. S..: The ProbJ.em. of'. Ther'mal~Expahs~on~ Str'esseS. 7: 

, in Reinforced Plastics:.. NACA.,ARR, June 1942. " 
. 1. i . = . .- ,;y .,- 

. 3. Rinker, R. C., Reinhart, F. W., and Kline-, G. M.: Effect 
of pH, on Strength of Resin Bond's*;, NACA ARR NO. 3Jll., sfz 
1943 I * 

4. Turner, Philip S., Doran, Jewel, and Reinhart, Frank W.: 
Fairing Compositions for Aircraft Surfaces. NACA TN . ',.- 
No. 958, 1944. 

5. Axilrod, B. M., and Jirauch, D. H.: Bbniling' Strengths: of. - 
Adhesives at Normal and Low Temperatures. NACA TN No. 
964, 1945. . - . . 

b. United States Dew of Agriculture Forest Service, 
Forest Products Laboratory: . ., <. .- ', . . 

1. Brouse, D.: Effect of Extending Hot Press, UreaARdcj;i:n 
Glue with Rye Flour on Strength and Durability.of,,the -I 
Glue Joints. Rep.,No; Z 1294, Apr. 1942. .- .:.I ; I 

2. 

. 

3. 
v 

4. 

6. 

6. 

7. 

Comparison of Cold-Setting, Urea-Resin Glues with Casein 
Glues for JoSnts in Airoraft Assemblies. 
Oct. 1941. . , 

Rep. ,No: .,J3312 . . . ..'.-. ~ .--. _ - .,. i 
Kaufert, e'. H.r Increasing the Durability.cf'eai'~ilij.~Glue 

Joints with Preservatives. Rep. No. ,13-32, Oc:t*.: 1943. ; .*. ._I . . . :, . _. r.1 .! . .: . 
Gabriel, A. E., and Cohodas, Leah%,': Analysi's'for'?E-iller 

Content of Urea-FormaldehYde *Glues. Rep. NO: 1333', 
Sept. 1944. . .- ._ -‘- 

,. 

SynthetXc Resin Glues. Rep. Eb’:-,~336, Dec. 194+ : ' ,: ..I . ,,I ; . :* _. . :: _. 'r 
Glues for Use in Aircraft. Rep . No - 1337 ' .PC$.* li~~~~~~~~~f~~y . * -. ._ .r . : t i..‘ . . . . - .- I- .' I< 
Testing and Mixing Aircraf.t:Glues. Rep 

; -/;o:.. 1’S381,1: I&‘+. 1941. 

8, Control .o,f Condffi'on.s in 'GPtiing..F- H$p?., N'0.l;'. 13$0,- ‘bCk.iel 1941'." ' .- 

9. Eickner 
-..: 

,."H..' 3rr: :- 
..,'! ,: 'J,' - -'.- . I ,_ . t.. f : - --r-i I _.. 

bhe:Gluing'iCharacterigtics bf'~-k'&'S~'68i6~ -.- 
of Wood with Cold-Setting, Urea-Resin 
1342; .k ‘: : .< 

Glue-s. 
April X.942. jl ; I> :- ‘;: Rep, No+. . . . . . : i ~-- Y d ., . ( I. 4.. , . . 

10. Brown: F L 
9 7 -: :,e.;.,;.i’ +...- f- 

Laughnan, Don, Heebink, Bruce G., and 
. FEe;s&er&!H: 0.: Summary of. a:Stud;i, sf"Temp6raturs'--*" 

Attafnea-'lfri;a.Dummy.Aircr~fPt"..~~n~,ddj~~ig the Sd&&er at 
Madison, Wisconsin. Rep. Nos. 1343-A and B., Jan. 1943. .- 
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11. Kaufert, -'i.,'H:f~~nd.Richards, C. Audrey: Procedures for 
Measuring.tH8"Mold Resistance'bf Protein* Glues. Rep. 
No. 1344, Sept. 19+3. 

:. . ( :: ,;:: ,'. . 
12. Blomqnict,'Rt Ir:! ' Effect 'oftHigh and'low Temperatures on 

Resin Glue Joints in Birch Plywood. Rep. No. 1345, 
Jan. 1944. '. , . 

13. Eickner, Herbert W.:. 'Gluing of Thin Compreg. R&p. No. 
1346, March 1943. 

14:.Hgebink, Bruce G.: Summary of Methods Of-Bag-Molding 
. . Plywood. Rep. No. 1347, April 1943. 

15. Eickner, Herbert W.; The Gluing of Laminated Paper Plastic .a I (Papreg').. Rep. No. 1348, Jan. 'l944. .l~?.~- .. 

16. Fleischer, Herbert 0.: Substitutes for Rubber Bag Mate- 
rials in Making Molded Plywood. Rep. No. 1349, May.1948. 

17. Heebink, Bruce G:, And Pleischer, Herbert-O..: Tests to 
Determine the Slipping Properties of Bag-Molding Glues 
in the Fluid Stage,*- Rep. No. 1350# May 1943. 

.' ' 
18. Kaufert, P. H.: Preliminary Experiments to.Improve the 

Gluing Characteristics of Refractory Plywood Surfaces 
by'sanding. Rep.Nc.13.51, 'June.1943. 

. 
19. Blomquist, R. F.: Determination of Degree of Cure of Low- 

" 1 _:. 'Temperature Phenolic-Resin Glues by Solubility Methods. 
-Rep; N.o. 1352, Sept. 1943. . . ' 

20, Sanborn, W. A.: The Influence of Moisture Changes in Wood 
on the ShearingrStrength of.Glued-Joint Assemblies. 
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Figure l.- *The potential field outside a (100) plane of KCIl 
on a charged particle (ourve 1) and on argon 

(ourve 2). (From Lennard-Jones and Dent). 

aurve 1.. Electrhs%atio foroe between the orystal and 
oharged partiole. 

Ourves Ba and 2b. Van der 'Kaale foroes between the orystal 
and an argon atom. 

Curve 3.. Foroe due to polarization oi the orystal by the 
charged partiole. 

The foroes are oaloulated for a partiole at a distance IczH 
from the crystal surfaoe in whioh the ions are separated by 
the distanoe "an. 

~.NeRm? EORDE OF PaYuERlzATIoN 

Figure 3.- Effeot of 
average 

degree of polymsriza- 
tion on tenaoit of 

l si 00 @aNa 'high polymers. From 
Figure 2.- 

Hark). 
I 

Sohematio repre- 
sentation in two A l - Fibrous area 

dimensions of the structure of B.- Plastio area 
soda-silica glass. (From Warren). C.- Rubbery alea 
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Figure 4.- Adsorption of hydrogen on 

white). 
niokel. (From Benton and 

Curve l.- 26 nun pressure 

. L , 

. 
Figure 5.- The Bartell oell. (From Bartell 

and Osterhof). 
A.- 
B.- 

Seotlon aet with highly wetting liqulid. : 
Beotion wet with poorly wetting liquid. 

I 

. Ourve 2.-200 mn pressure .A& 
Oqve 3.-600 mm. pressure ?l-% 

A 
F ‘igure 7.- Blook shear speolmen and 

tool. (From ABC -19). 

SPECIMEN 8 

Figure 8. - Plyrrood shear speolmene ua 
and gripe. (from AN-19). 3. 
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Figure 9.- Distribution of stresses in shear test specimens. 
(From Jackson). 
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Cylindrical 
Double shear 

cylin&ioal double 
shear epecimen and 

FigureJ2.- 

grips. ‘(F rom.Ycaain). I’ loooo- 
BREAKING ~EVE D LAP JOINT 

!%@UF8 lo.- %ylindriUti 8fI@8 
ehear s~ecimsn and 

\ 
\ I 

PLAIN LAP JOIN?- - 

1 
1 

grips. (From lhiain) . OVERLAP IN INCHES 

r 2’ 3’ I 
L J 

Figure 14: Shear strengths of 
tapered and untapered 

lap joint specimens. (From de 
UNSTRESSED 

I I- t J+b&tIc+I THE GLUE LAYER SHOWN HERE 
t t t i EXAGGERATED IN THICKNESS 

HAS TO ACCOM%ODATE ITSELF To 

THE DIFFEREN~AL STRAINS IN 

A LAP JOINT UNDER LO’AD CAN c t t + l + t + 

BE MADE EVIDENT BY DRAWING t t + + t t + t 

REFERENCE MARKS ON THE MEMBERS 

THE DIFFERENTIAL STRAIbhlG 

4 $ A ) + , & + 
IN THE JOINT MEMBERS 

ltttrtttta 

Brugne > 

I STRESSED I I I Figure 13.- Concentration of stress due to a differential 
strain in a lap joint specimen. (From de Bruyne). 
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s Figure 11.- Johnson double shear specimen and tool- 
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